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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
THIRTIETH YEAR.

ALBUQUERQUE,

JUST CALL ME

HUNDREDSOF HOMESARE DEVASTATED BY

"BILL SAYS

TERRIBLE CONFLAGRATION

1 NORTHWEST

I

.

TEN

MILLIONS

1
BUSH

shacks arc totally destroyed.
Fully
3,000 people are homeless.
Cranbrook has been wired to forward ull available provisions and a relief train Is now traveling with aid.
Bush fires are raging from Cranbrook to the Crow's Nest. The wind
Is blowing a heavy gale, all available
men are fighting the fire and west of
Cranbrook It is under control.
Telegraphic
with
communication
Fernle and Michel Is cut olT. Four
men lost their lives trying to save the
huge Oreat Northern bridge fifteen
miles west of Michel, but it was totally destroyed. Two men from Sparwood were taken to the Michel hospital,
it Is thought Michel is also
doomed as the fire is sweeping eastward down the Crow's Nest, and unless the wind shifts, the whole ('row's
Nest country will be laid Hat. Peter
Campbell, who reached Michel, says
the whole country between Cranbrook
and Michel Is a seething flame. The
body of Peter Miller was found on
the Canadian Pacific track near
Michel. Hosmer, Elko, Sparwood, Olson and Ooekato are reported to be
completely destroyed by fire. It Is
feared the loss of life is the greatest
on the continent since the San Francisco disaster.
The Canadian Pacific
railway Is rushing relief trains with
doctors, nurses, food and clothing to
the destitute. A bulletin from Michel
says:
"This town is doomed unless the
wind changes. Canadian Pacific railway making up special trains to carry
Inhabitants to safety."
W. W. Tutle, mayor of Fernle, has
wired Mayor Ashdown, of Winnipeg,
for relief, saying there are 6,000
homeless.

TAFT

J

I

a million tons are In flames.
It is
now feared that the fire may get n
the mines themselves, several of which
are open in the nelghborhool.
This
will mean incalculable damage as the
whole of the valley is underlaid with
coal.
At present the fire is following the
crest of the mountuin chain above
Sparwood, eating down Into the valleys on either side. It Is traveling at
a tremendous rate and unless there is
a change of wind will cross the boundary into Montana within the next
twelve hours. There are thousands of
mines and prospectors' claims in the
track of the fire, all of which are in
peril. A slight change of wind has
occurred and Michel has been taken
out of the more direct path.
Fire righting apparatus are of no
avail tor the air is filled with fragments of burning wood and sheets of
flames seem to leap abend of the conflagration as though the njr Itself Is In
flames. The heat Is Intense and many
of the fire fighters have gone down
ahead of It.
A correspondent at Michel wires as
follows:
"There Is now some hope of saving
the business section of the town and
every available man Is on duty. Premier Campbell has arrived from the
Sparwood district on a hand car with
three men all of whom are badly
burned. They made an attempt to
save the property of the Sparwood
Lumber company half way between
here and Fernle but without avail.
They were at once taken to the hospital, two of them In a precarious condition.
"Mr. Forester, manager of the mill,
with his wife and about thirty men
when last seen were trying to save
the mill. A line of flames cut them
off froiH escape to the east and un
less they have been
able to get
through to the west all are dead for
the country is like a furnace. On
of the party found the body of Peter
Miliar lying on the Canadian Pacific
railroad.
The bodies of four men
were brought here by a Oreat Northern yard engine. These men had lost
their lives trying to save the Oreat
Northern bridge across the Elk river,
fifteen miles south of here. They bad
kept up the tight until their return
was cut off and lost their lives In the
vain attempt. The Oreat Northern
tried to open communication to the
south but the destruction of two
bridges has cut them off absolutely.
"Reports from Hosmer say that It
has been burned with great loss of
life but this lacks confirmation.
"A Canadian Pacific engine
aiu
train Is being held In readiness here
In case It Is necessary to abandon the
town and with communication open to
the east there Is not much danger of
further loss of life here. There are
3,0(10 people here, many of whom are
camping on a small plain north of the
town. Being at the end of the valley
the danger Is not so acute."
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services at Westminister Presbyterian
church, where, Mr. Bryan said, he
heard a splendid sermon, the text being "How Shall We Escape If We Neg
lect So Oreat Salvation." There were
few callers at the Bryan home but a
large number of people rode out and
strolled through the grounds.
Having practically gotten his speech
of acceptance off his hands. Mr. Bryan I
Is directing some of his thoughts to hlsl
farm. The principal object of Interest
with him Just now Is a large field of
alfalfa from which In a few days he
expects to gather a third crop of the
present season and which he calculates will yield still another.
Plan.s for the platform In the camp'
grounds where the notification
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A
been completed and work
Its construction will be begun ear
n'.T'
the week. The committee having .n

WORKMEN TO
I

LEAVE SHOPS TODAY

and Eat, for the Jour- charge the arrangements Is much Revolutionary Section of Labor
gratified over the prompt acceptances
Organization Boasts it Will
ney Is Too Long for You" Is of the Invitations to the republican
state and city officials to participate
Give Nation Demonstration of
Text on Which a Rector In the ceremonies, thus Insuring the
excepfeature,
with
the
Power:
Preaches to Candidate,
tion of the speeches, which It was In-

"Get

NEARLY

By Cantor. M

Mr. Bryan accompanied by his wife
went Into Lincoln and attended the

TELLS HOW THE FELLERS
DROPPED THE "WILLIE" have
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N eta.
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tended to give.
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By Morning
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Hot Springs. Va., Aug. 2. "Just
call me Mr. Taft, and If you drop Into
colloquialism, call me Bill." This was

Judge Tuft's laughing reply today
to a
when he granted an audience
number of newspaper men who had
severally addressed him as "Mr. Sec"Judge,"
and
retary." "Oovernor,"
"Mr. Taft."
"I first got the name 'Rill' at Yale,"
continued Mr. Taft, replying to a question. "Before 1 went there I had
n 'Willie,' In my home and any
home among my Cincinnati boyhood
friends. But when I got through
school l was called Will ut home. My
younger brother, Harry, however, never called me Willie after u happening
We roomed toone day at college.
gether on the top floor of Farnum
hall. Our room was Just over the midHarry was a freshman,
dle entrance.
I a Junior. Ho had gone out and forgotten to take with him a hook he
Wanted He came hack lo the entrance and looking up on the outside,
yelled. 'Oh, Willie.' Well. In a second
there was a head out of every one of
the four hundred windows, and seemed to me as though every one yelled at
once. At any rate, there was one ;ong
chorus of 'Oh, Willie,' that cured Harry. He has called me BUI ever since."
"How about the friend students?"
"Ob. thev called me Bill Just Hie
same. I Just wetgiie,, lmoi men
Mr and Mrs. Taft attended services
at St Luke's church and llsterted to a
sermon by Rev. Dr. John (1. Scott.
"Get up and eat, for the Journey Is
too long for you," was the text, from
II. Kings, from which Dr. Scott drew
the lesson that frequent spiritual rood
was necessary for the present day
Christian life, as was th" literal command to Elijah, which he had quoted
assistant
Bart MeOleary, second
postmaster general and candidate for
congress, who nas jus, reiurneo iron.
a review of the situation 111 Minnesota
and Wisconsin, spent Sunday hero. Mr.
McCleary assured Mr. Taft that In his
In
opinion the republican situation
Minnesota Is in excellent shape. It Is
his belief that Oovernor Johnson will
not be a candidate for
In Wisconsin, Mr. McCleary says, he
can see the good effect of the speech
of acceptance already.
The handling by Judge Taft of the
railroad question, be says, has pleased
the LaFollettc wing of the party In
that state.
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Paris, Aug. 2. The twenty-fou- r
AMERICANS WIN IN
PARIS ATHLETIC GAMES hour general strike with which the
city Is threatened tomorrow. Is the

sole topic of conversation In Paris tonight. While there are no signs of
panic, such as preceded the May day
SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT
manifestations ot 190, considerable
anxiety and indignation prevails in the
public mind. The press, almost withFaiman Demonstrates Ability
out exception, reprehends the intolseconds.
erant behavior of the revolutionary
Crows Nest Country in British
to Fly Before Two Thousand
H. L. Tinlie. New Yotk A. C. took section of the general labor organizarun In 4 minutes and tion and urges on the government the
the
Columbia Swept by Sea of
Enthusiastic Gothamites at
1
veconde.
suppression of It as the only means
Out
T. Cook,
Cornell,
won the pole of removing what
Flame Which Wipes
It
Brighton Beach,
declares Is a
vault,
growing menace to society.
Lives,
Hundreds of
flat race went to ,
The
The authorities are confident they
Illy Morning Journal sueclul l.aaert K'lre.l
C. Carpenter, Cornel' who negotiated have the situation well In hand.
In
New York, Aug. 2. Henri Farman.
the distance In BO seconds flat.
addition to the large police force of
MANY TOWNS DOOMED;
II. A. Cidncy, Boston A. A., captured Paris, the regular garrison numbers
who came from Purls to give a series
the high Jump.
SI, 000 men and this force, It Is held.
aeroplano
of
exhibitions
under
the
RAILWAYS ARE CRIPPLED
Is ample to assure order. The troops
management of an American syndiall have been conllned to barracks so
cate, made his first public (light In this
as to be available at a moment's noAll Avenues of Escape For Hapcountry at Brighton Beach race track
tice. The labor camp Is convinced
that it is able to treat the nation to a
this evening. The exhibition was a
less Ranchmen Cut Off by the
demonstration of Its power such as
success to the extent that it demonIt it
seldom before has been seen.
Roaring Wall of Fire; Wind
strated the Inventor's ability to fly
said that the general labor federation
favorable atmospheric condiunder
Conflagration,
has received the adhesions of unions
tions, and entertained gome two thouSEVENTY PEOPLE LOSE
affiliated with II affecting. It Is estispectators.
sand
enthusiastic
Faiman
LIVES NEAR EEHMi:
mated, 100.000 workers, Including the
Portland. Ore., Aug. 2. A brief spe- traveled nearly a third of a mile ap-In
carmen, commercial travelers, silver
Portland, Aug. 2. A special
cial to the Oregonlan from Vancouver, about thirty seconds and did not
smiths, electricians, printers, day lapear to be hurrying. In rising, flyinñ
from Vancouver. B. C, says:
B. O, says that it is reported in Vanborers, butchers, bakers, hotel emalighting,
displayed
the
air
and
craft
A report from Cranbrook, the
couver that seventy people have lost
ployes, etc.
grace
a
have
delighted
would
that
the
says
first station west of Fernle,
their lives In the fire thut is raging In
Very few of the unions refused to
soul of Darius Oreen.
men and twenty-on- e
that sixty-on- e
,
and about Fernle.
Issue a strike order for tomorrow In
Inupon
down
bore
crowd
The
the
women were burned to death
compliance with the federation's Inventor with a rush that thr, atened
In No. 4 Togging camp of the Elk
SIX THOUSAND ON PRAIRIES
structions.
Far-maLumber company. The camp was
WITH NOTHING TO EAT damage to the aeroplane. Then
Early today bill stickers began to
up
Into
announcer'?
the
climbed
by
not
a
sin
fire
surrounded
and
Cranbrook. H. C, Aug. 2. W. W.
placard walls with a most violent
was
formally
stand
M
Introduced
and
MOUNTAINS
TO
( 'arswell,
gle person escaped. Hundreds of
GOING
assistant superintendent of
proclamation which explains that torefugees are being sent through
the Oreat Northern railroad, arrived the man who had solved the transmorrow's strike Is In protest against
IT
OVER
portation
THINK
Thl
New
problem
York.
yf
JO
from Fernle to Cranbrook to
here (onlglH from Fernle. He im.de
the action of the government In "preunderground
surpleased
also
the
and
night
paring an ambush and turning loose
his way out at great risk. Part of the
and when the antrip was made on a hand car and the face travelers
soldiery, who, by rharglng and
the
AbandSays There Is to Be No
sabering, had stung the manifestante
livery .stick of tim- nouncer promised overhead transporbalance on toot
i
Bj Morning Juurnal
tatuad Wire
ber along the Um Is burned, and not tation In the near future three cheers
Bui Into replying, thus giving the troops
onment of Railroads
Winnipeg, Man., Aug. 2. As a rean excuse for massacre. The authoria living thing is left. The bodies of were given for Farman.
spot
directly
At
In
of
tin
a
front
sult of bush fires the town of Fernle.
Scott Miller and Louis Frallna, a secGo and Clear His ties do not dare to announce the real
to
Want
was
aeroplane
faced
club
the
house
B. C, Is wiped off the map as a child
tion hand, have been brought In, and
number of workers assembled at
cleans a slate; Michel, fourteen miles
Vlgneaux.
four other unknown Italians have been to the west and with the aid of a ladHead,
mounted. The power
distant, Is In flames; and the fates of
found.
Forster and der Its tenant two
Mr. and Mrs.
"This crime can not pass unnoticed,
propellers whirled
twenty-fiv- e
Hosmer, Olsen and Sparwood, Intermen
have arrived at turned on. the
and the only reply possible ;s a
I
Wire.
aawit
BikcIs
and
machine
Morning
the
reared
and
about
Illy
Journal
being
Is
vening towns,
in doubt, they
Campbell's siding, having been forced
strike."
trembled like an Impatient automoChicago. Aug. 2. "There is to be
cut off from all communication. Over
to give up their fight to save the SparThe police arrested the bill stickers
slowly
bile.
it
Then
moved
forwar
100 lives are known to have been lost,
wood mill. Five members of the parwas then disthe manifesto
no abandonment of railroads nor Is and
Perhap-on Its four bicycle wheels.
A territory of
74 of them In Fernle.
ty succumbed.
tributed in the form of hand hills.
of
any
rail
to
combination
be
there
hundred feet had been covered,
100 square mib-in extent is a seethThe first sign this evening or the
Starvation has he.en added to the
a decline so gradual that the
roads overnight. What has been strike was when a numher ot printers
ing mass of flames.
Through It are
terrors. When the people left their when at
scattered hundreds of lumbermen and
homes for the protection camps little point of detachmunt could not be dedone, has been undertaken solely with did not put In an appearance at het
prospectors, so that the actual loss of
neswpaper office, and It Is feared that
or no provisions were taken, and now termined at a few yards distance, fn
tile purpose of saving a bad financial
toy
wings.
Its
bird
found
reached
It
The PREMIER RECEIVES AN
life will not be known for duys.
half of the journals will be unable to
there are some six thousand on the u height
twenty
of
In
feet
and
situation."
went
property of the Canadian Pacific and
APPEAL POR ASSISTANCE prairies with nothing to eat.
print. Those offices where work is
PRESIDENT SPENDS HIS
With
DOTAL "VliET" si
Ottawa, Ont, Aug. 2. Sir Wilfred
(treat Northern railways are destroymade this proceeding are surrounded by police
The mayor of Fertile has .sent out a a bee line without a tremor.
Kdward H. Harrlman
supports and wheels dangling, looky
ed; the bridges and rolling stock burn- Lnurler received the following tele- call for assistance, which is being
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. 2. Presiwhile discussing In order to ward off attacks by miliing like legs and clutch claws, the dent Roosevelt spent his usual quiet statement tonight
responded to.
ed so that It Is Impossible to enter or gram this evening from Cranbrook.
whereby
a syndicate of tant laborers.
deal
the
resembled a gigantic Sunday. He rode up to the village In
leave the burning area. The inhabi- B. C:
One newspaper profiting by the lesFrom the border of the burning huge machine
up $8,000,000
recently
took
bankers
It
Nesting
lower
slow
bird.
the
turn
accommorning
son of the electric strike In 18. haa
fire Kootenay valley. area to the destroyed towns there Is
"Disastrous
tants of the towns have lied to open
an automobile In the
Wheeling
gentof
In
notes
a
down
term
ed
the
decline
at
sons,
and
settled
short
placed a large automobile outside IU
districts In the vicinity, in the hope of Fernle, Hosmer, Crow's Nest and oth- no means of communication except by
panied by Mrs. Roosevelt and his
safety. The railway companies have er places almost completely htirned. mule teum or on foot. The bridges ly to the ground.
Kermlt, Archibald and Quentln, and and Lake Erie railroad.
door to supply power to Its machinery
Farman, weather permitting, will attended services at Christ Episcopal
placed all available trains at their dis- Not less than 5,000 people homeless. are out, and the trains hemmed In by
'What I have dono was not done In case of an emergency.
posal and unless there Is a CBnnije of Canadian
Miss Ethel Roosovelt had
Pacific
In the Vlgneaux district calm conrailway carrying the burning
Distribution give exhibitions dally until August 18, church.
forest.
purpose of making money."
them to Elko and Cranbrook. Every ranges are being organized and these
wind within the next twen'v-fou- r
rreceded the family lo Chicago In or- for the
tinued today. Aa yet there are few
Nest effort Is being made locally but these will go through as soon as it Is pos- MOTOR BOATS WILL
hours the whole of the Crow
der to teach her class of boys In the he said, "but simply because matters signs of labor troubles spreading lo
were becoming tangled and It has the provinces, Ht. Etlcnnc being the
Sunday school.
Pass country will be left to the dames. ' people are utterly without food or sible. The Canadian Pacific railway
RACE THIS WEEK
As the president was entering the beon necessary to hold to make a only place where a twenty-fou- r
Fire covers seventy miles. is open to Michael from the east and
There is no possibility of esti. anting shelter.
hour
church he espied among those stand bad situation better. Some of us strike has been called. This Is set for
the loss of life and property w tilth Severity lives lost. immediate relief to Morrlsey from the west, leaving a
Telegraph Instructions at gap of sixteen miles.
will result, for the flames are driven required.
Motor Boat Club of America Events of ing about, Warren S. Young, chief don't believe that It would be a good next Thursday.
by a hard gale, making it Impossible once.
The organ Ixera of the strike anclerk of the legislative offices In Wash thing for the county generally If
Rough estimates place the financial
Chlcr Interes) In World
(Signed) "THOMAS ROBERTS.
to put up a tight against
Ington, who had Just reached Oyster moru railroads should go Into the nounced late tonight that no manifestheir adloss at 13,004,900, and the loss of life
of Sports.
t
Bay to assist In the executive work hands of receivers and so we are do- tations had been arranged for tomorvance. The conflagration Is the great"Liberal Association.
at over a hundred.
est which has ever visited Canada and
"J. H. King, M. P."
here during the vacations of Secretary ing what wo can to prevent this In row, either In Paris or at Vlgneaux.
New York, Aug. 2. With the ma- Loch and other members of the stan.
The premier will consult with his ANADIAN PACIFIC
ranks only with the Sun Francisco disof self
preservation. and that the strikers would paaa the
the Interest
jority
of the American athletes still The president
greeted Mr. Young There Is all there Is to it. In fact, day In their homes. The police, while
colleagues the first thing In the mornaster.
LOSES HALF MILLION on
the continent, in the British Isles warmly and Invited him to sit with
taking extraordinary precautions, do
For the past month forest tires have ing to see what action Can be taken
Nelson, B. C, Aug. 2. Advices re- or on
the high seas returning home his family during the services, which things have become so complex that not anticipate disorders.
been raging In the mountains of the by the federal government.
ceived here are that the Canadian Pa- with
I
am
am.
I
scarcely
I
know where
the laurels they won at the Mr. Young did.
Klk River valley country but tiny
The newspaper quarter, which uscific loss amounts to about half a mil- Olympic games
going out to the Siskiyou mountains ually
at Sheppard's Bush
Rev. Karl Rleland. first asidstant
at midnight Is astir with life,
have not been considered serious. Sat- WHOLE TRAINS IHESTROY I "f
lion. It Is reported that the Oreat
to think over the situation and when
BIG BRIDGES disappear Northern bridge at Hosmer, Is now track, field sports again this week will ! rector of Orace church. New York,
urday morning a heavy wind sprang
bears a quiet and descried aspect FifI
may
to
be
talk
come
I
able
back
a
be
to minimum, and such as cupled the pulpit ol tile regular recup from the west and early in th"
teen newspapers will not appear toSt. Paul, Aug. 2. The Oreat North- burning, also I fio cars of coal
and are reduced
held will be simply club and In- tor, Dr. Washburn, and delivered an Intelligently concerning the future.
morrow, but the most Important orafternoon the flames appeared over ern officials have received word from coke.
tercluí) affairs. However, the calendar Interesting sermon.
"But in the meantime, I should like gans will print, although some of them
the crest of the mountains to the west their division superintendent at White,
The fire Is spreading to Coal Creek, of sports is long
to have It understood that there is no will be obliged
and embraces many
to come out several
fish, Mont., that sixty-fiv- e
of Fernle. This ran down the mounAfter dinner the president sent
carloads of a town of 1,(00 inhabitants.
events.
government automobile lo the vlllag deep laid plot back or It at all hut that ico, eMrller than usual.
tain side and before u tire guard could coke and coal and three bridges beThe motor boats have a full week to take the Rev. Illeland and his Win the deal regarding the Wheeling and
In view of the fact thai pollc were
bft organized had entered the town. longing to the company have been de 15,000 PEOPLE IN
ahead of them, beginning Monday, for to Sagamore Hill, where they were en- Lake Krle was simply a transaction atatloned around the offices o ' the
Within an hour the town was doomed stroyed by fire at Fernle. The big
TOWN'S IN EIRE'S PATH this Is race week of the Motor Boat
' ned
made necessary to save a railroad and newspapers the strikers
and the Inhabitants sought safety in bridge Just west of the depot at Fertertained during the afternoon.
Winnipeg, Aug.
special rethereby benefit all other roads alike." their hostile Intentlona i ' to. i.lChl
flight, leaving their all behind thcm nle and number three and number ceived here at 11 o'clock tonight from Club of America, The contests will be
Mr. Harrlman was asked why the passed without Incident
No other
All night and this morning the exodu
four bridges across the Klk river be- Nelson, B. C. placis the number of decided on Ivoig Island Sound, off HOW SHALL Wl ESCAPE"
transcontinental roads had decided to unionists than the printers struck tocontinued, the destination being a tween Hosmer and Michel have been dead around Fernle alone at 70 to 100. Huntington. Chief Interest Is centered
TEXT OP SERMON TO DRY
In the showing of the two speedy Enggo out or the Oriental trade.
night.
small prairie In the valley three miles wiped away. The Canadian Pacific
Falrvlew. Lincoln. Neb.. Aug. 2.
The death list ma be double this
"The oriental business la largely
The "Furore," with which Premier
south of the town. At present 3,000 railway has lost two depots, a water number. The population of the strick- lish boats, the Wolseley, Slddelly and Attorney General Bonaparte's opinion
people are camped there In the open tank and all of Its cars nt Fernl. en towns, according to latest figures Daimler II.. which have been sent delivered yesterday holding It to be sentimental," he replied. "The hope Clemencesu formerly was associated.
across the ocean In an endeavor to Illegal for the national banks of Okla- oi building up s large Asiatic trade this morning succeeded In printing an
their only protection being shelters Only a few residences are left stand- Is as follows:
take back the British cup formerly homa to contribute toward the guar- through the Pacific ports or the t'ntted editorial protesting against the violabuilt of brush or blankets, while a ing In the town. A message says six
Klko, 400; Fértil- -,
6.000; Michel, known as the Harmsworth
trophy, anty fund for the protection of de- States has been largely a dream and It tion of liberty by the laborltes and
constant shower of sparks from tlv are known to have perished and prob- 1.800; Hosmer, 1.000; Coal Creek,
which was won last year by the Dixie positors to avail themselves of the has turned out to a great extent to declaring that the movement was not
falling ably many more have met death In the
kept
burning
has
area
1,800; Morrlsey, 100.
II., the Den and the U. 8. A. The other privileges of the state hanking be a fake. It was not my dream hut tradea unionism, hut anarchy.
A hurricane
is blowthrough the pall of smoke by which conflagration.
The Crow's Nest Pass country in this
they are surrounded. For a time com- ing and it Is Impossible to head off the vicinity Is the richest In the Dominion. American defenders are In prime con- act, whs the subject of n good deal of I have been ramlllar with conditions
Ijunl Robert Sails for Home.
dition for the races against the Brit dlsciiKstort here today. prominent In this regard from the very first.
munication with towns east was kept flames. .
Montreal, Aug. 2. Lord Roberta,
ish flyers.
of Lincoln freely averred The Interstate commerce commission
open but with the burning of the
democrats
Not Contagious.
The feature of the week for the
so closely on the heels has ruled that the roads must do cer- who had sufficiently recovered to leave
bridge across the E1U river this waa THOUSANDS ARE HOMELESS;
Washington, Aug. 2. Army medical sailing yachts will be the commence- that following
closed.
of the Standard OH reversal In Chi- tain things In connection with that here for Ottawa, will, It Is said by hla
EIRE CONTINUES TO SPREAD experts In the Philippines have reportSpokane, Wash., Aug. 2. A special ed that dengue fever, which waa prev- ment of the New York Yacht club's cago, and the contempt cases against trade, such as publishing the Inland friends here, be obliged to cancel hll
The hills In all direction are a
annual cruise nnd races.
seething mass of flames, cutting off to the Spokesman Review says:
the labor leaders In Washington, the proportions or their export rates and projected Canadian tour and wilt sail
alent some- months ago at Fort WillNumerous tennis championships will opinion of the federal attorney gen- their dealing with tramp steamers. for home next Friday. Ho Is acting
The Ore
every avenue of escape.
The whole of the Crow's Nest Pas iam McKlnley, Is not, In their opinion,
on the advice of hla physician In Engbe decided during the week. On Monrapidity country from Fernle to Michel has contagious,
further strengthens the dem- We believe that there Is not enough
spread with unprecedented
but Is carried by mosqui- day a tournament will be begun at eral still party
taking
our
warrant
to
land, with whom he has been In cabla
of
cambusiness
the
political
In
the
parties
Is
It
several
swept
by
feared
fires.
ocratic
bush
Thousands toes. It Is recommended that the usthat
been
and
Mr. Bryan hlmae' gave ex- any chances on Injury to our Inland communication.
who tried to get through the pass are homeless In the area burned over ual well known and thoroughly tested Taroma for the seventh annual Pa- paign.
cific northwest championship.
pression to the effect the opinion will or domestic buslnesa."
and the fires continue to spread. Railhave been cut off.
measures be adopted at
"What will be done with yonr ahlps
The gentlemen of the Philadelphia have In the coming elections.
In Fernle the only buildings re way bridges and tracks have been de- Fort William McKlnley, and wherever
(tOLDKN STATIC I.IMITKK
"R accentuate the Issue," said he. that have been engaged In the Orienmaining are six small shacks on the stroyed, cutting off all avenue of es- in the Philippines there Is any danger cricket team this week will Invade IreHITCHKP IN ARIZONA
land with the hope of better success "and emphaslxes the necessity of leg- tal trade?"
banks of the Elk river, the offices of cape. The loss of life Is believed to be of a visitation of the disease.
we have been carrying most
"Well,
In
standpoint
met
England.
they
from
have
than
company
the
framed
and
greatest
islation
Coal
San
Francisco
Nest
the
the
since
the Crow's
El Paso. Texaa. Aug. I.
The annual tournament of the of the depositor rather than from the ly sir In those boats and I suppore that
the Flkes Woodware house. The of disaster, while the property loss will
Swim.
Distance
(lolden
loiig
Wins
Japato
State limited, westbr
so.
The
do
can
we
continue
begins
Monday
club
hankers."
and
Shlnnetoek
the
railway
of
run over $10,000,000. Assistance has
standard
fires of the Canadian Pacific
New York, Aug. 2. John Ollday, runs through to Saturday.
over Ihe Rock Island rallr
He would talk no rurther on the nese would tike to control the Pacific
and the Oreat Northern are gone, to- been rushed to the burned district. an
was the
which left here at 8:11 last ni
life saver,
subject, but said he would give It lib- coast and eventually they will."
gether with all the rolling atock In Sparwood, Olden, Wardrop, Hosmer,
waa ditched thla morning
Mr. Harrlman declined
to dlacuaa
Alde-Dines Fairbanks.
eral treatment In his forthcoming
the yards, the sleeping car Oaceola be- Fernle and Michel are reported de- winner of the annual long distance
o'clock four miles weat of
wlm of the six District United States
Mackinac Island, Mich., Aug. 2.
speech at Topeka, Kan., some time política. "They don't Interest me at
ing the only car left. One hundred stroyed. Lack of wire communication
are
all," he said.
volunteer life saving corps held here United States Senator William Alden during this month.
cara o( coke, the property of the Oreat makes reports meager at this time.
Mr.
to
conditions,
Turning
business
Sunday
quiet
prevailed
one
today.
Vice
waa
hour
and
Fairtwen
today
Time
President
entertained
except
every
The
usual
piles
building
the
At Fernle
Northern, are gone and the stock
a
a
minutes.
banks and Mrs. Fairbanks at dinner. at Falrvlew today. In the morning Harrlman predicted an Improvement.
of coal and coke, holding about half coal company's offlcei and a few o
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n

Paris, Aug. 8, The last day of the
special athletic games brought great
success to, the visiting Americans-who captured a majority of the events
William F. Hamilton, Chicago Athletic association, won the
dash from scratch. Ills time was 11
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Alauiogordn, N. M Aug. I. There
nre no longer any differences existing
between the Mann fores and the supAt
porters of the other candidates.
a conference between th' chiefs this
morning, which was notable for Its
harmony. It was agreed to Instruct
this delegation for Judge Mann, so
long as his name should remain before the convention. Only one ticket
Is being used In the convention primary which is being held here this afternoon.
A. J. Messer. who has a large orchard which producís fruit of the fina small
est (uality. has purchased
canning outfit, and will can several
cans of the choicest products. When
the individual orchardlsts begin the
operation of small canning plants, it is
high time we were getting under way
with plans for a plant big enough to
handle ull the products of Otero
county.
Arrangements have about been completed for a bank for Tulatosa. The
Institution Will be located in the Wilson block, and the founders name
Be ptam her 1st as the opening day. The
capital will be thirty thousand dollars.
who
will he the
Miss Adamson,
cashier of the new bank at Tularosa,
was visiting in Alatnogordo yesterday.
James Alexander, a photographer
with
studios in Alamogordo and
t'loud roft. Is visiting Alamogordo toreports kodak
day.
Mr. Alexander
finishing work and the sale of post
cards brisk. It remires l.Tiiti) post
cards a week to supply the trade.
Prof. J. D. Tinsley. who has recently mude a great many tests of water
from wells in otero county, to determine Its sultuhillty lor irrigation,
has made very encouragirtg repoits.
He reports the water vastly superior
to his expectations. A tabulated state,
ment has been promised ut an curly
date.
The Farmers' association Is holding Its regular meeting in Alamogordo
this afternoon. This association meets
twice a month, ami Is one of our livest
organizations. The way the members
took hold Of th' matter of an exhibit
at the Irrigation congress was good to
see and hear.
Th' biggest ClOUdcroft excursion of
the season Is scheduled for tomorrow.
Starting as far west as Douglas. Ariz.
Dongtaa, El I'aso and Alamogordo will
each contribute a big crowd.

Jnura.l
rrinilrni Moral
Spring r. N. M., Aug S. Following
Is the test of the resolutions adopted
by iht democratic county convention,
tthli h mot here yesterday;
We. the representative democrats of
Colfax county. New Mexico, In convention aaacmblsd, reaffirm our allegiance to the democratic party and to
th, principle! In behalf of good government and In Ike Interest of the people M expressed lit It national
adopted in the city of Denver,
Colo. We regret that Mow Mexico ha
no vote to give to the Illustrious nominee of the Denver convention.
.

i

pint-for-

We recognize In William J. Bryan
the man who for twelve years ha
championed the cause of the people,
and who has proclaimed the doctrine

f humanltv honet and patriotic government until he has been recognized
by every clvillxed government in the
world as the champion of International
ptace, and We sincerely hope that the
American people iii elect him to preside over thai nation, as its president.
We recognise in the democratic candidate for delegate to congress,
the
Hon a u. Larrasolo, ail the qut litlsa
essential to make an ideal representativa of the i pp ,,f Naaj Mexico In
the halls ,,r congrí.-,Ills scholarship,
ability and training eminently fit him
for this position, a man with moral
courage, with high ideals.
We deplore the fact that a republican congress lifts thus far delayed tho
passing upon the contest as filed by
llM Hon A O. Lartazolo against the
seat of W H. Andrews In congress as
delegate !p,in .New HeXicO, and say
that until such time as the frauds us
MTa practiced in the county of Colfax
In the cal ramp precinct
in
said
county In the election of November,
19111!,
are regulated and the perpetrators punished, New Mexico Is unfit
for statehood
We ask in the nam,- of decency to
our American institution,, and the
principles of the form of government
under which oar countrj sprung into
existence that the r.,reKn element,
Austrian. .Monten-gian- s.
Italiana, lio
have necr tak-M- i the oath of alb'
glance to our government, and uh
have nothing In common with our citizens, he not allowed to be herded and'
voted like cattl und
.(. p ,,, hvv,.
REACHES HUE
iraufiun-nrepublican majorities in
unty of rfax. as was
""' WW
done b the republican bou,. H n.
hMt thr
flection, voting as the) did
over I. ami illegal votes and counting
SAMOAN ISLANDS
them for the republican ticket in the
election of November. 19ns. and
c
challenge them to produce the proof
to the contrary,
We admire and praise the patriotic Steams Close Along Coast For
stand thus far taken l.v the able xe. utive, Oovernor George Curry, In
Bcnef .t of Spectators; New
ib,r the territory,
friis
Returns
From
Hampshire
and we look to him to assist us In seeing that a fair election is ondui it 'i ij
Quelrc Celebration,
the officers sworn t perform their
duty In our county at the coming election of November z, 190S.
I. .mu
I
Mo.
ll Mr,.
We condemn the manner in which
J
Islands, Aug. Ü. The
Suva.
the sheriffs office of Colfax count) fleet at p, m tonight was in
latitude
has been conducted in permitting the
deputies to drive fn,m the coal camp IMI so th. longitude 17.1 west, he-precincts upon election day the legal- Ink dlst.
from Auckland. New .caly authorised challengers of the demo- land. 1,1 ll miles.
cratic party, appointed and sent there
At H
o'clock in the morning Hie
to prevent illegal and fraudulent vota
from being cast, and say that by raeam fleet ch. gel its formation from Una
of this Illegal power used by the depu-tle- a of aquai hi to single Column, ami at
the office has
used to permit 7 o'cloc! paaaed the eastern end of
Illegal and fraudulent voting In Hi in Tutuila
"land. Samoa, and .steamed
terost of th, republican ticket
close in along the coast, giving the
We condemn th- - district attorney peonía
the island an excellent view
permitting l.f
,.gHl voles to be of the , lis.
counted at the election of Kmmk,
ttlog ship A.inn.i polls, under
The
IMI, and no effort being made by him way. wii its officers and their fami-ro- ,
to punish tb, Illegal titers or Die nar. los ab,
paaaed close to the fleet
ties who ere th means of having th, off Pap go. The usual honors were
same cast In the Interest of the repub- fell, , e.
lican ticket, both count) and legislaAt :i
'clock the fleet
resumed Us
tive, and for the I'll fl lllu I tl. l,t..r,
course r Auckland, In line of pipiad-atlotV II. Andrews.
r..p.
'iron
It
had reduced its
We ask that the polling nlacaa be mlSDced
nine and one-ha- lf
knots an
situated in those precinct, ti,t
lié hospital ship Relief
poo-- !
''".
lb election may be held,
for cal and will follow
as reoulrad P' d at I
y
ano tnat ir no such public tb' fb e, (a Auckland The weather is
ia.
election can h- held we then raquea) fine am warm. The collier Ajas arHurt no election be permitted '
that, me,: at Suva today.
precincts.
We ask In all Candor, from the
RAI TI. I MM IP M At HAMPSHIRE
who control, that tin coming
II s MTORM1 PAHeiAGK
election on November l. inn, be conNewport. R. I . Aug. 2. Th' battle
ducted in ., iegH manm-- i and none but ship New Hampshire returned
1' gaily
,uallfb d voters be permitted
celebra
from the
lo ote.
Hon at QtlabnC, The battleship had a
We My further that If conditions rough passage from yuehec.
which
rotitlnue as they have
Kog
the paal was b ft Wednesday morning
three elections It' the c,utll of Colfax enveloped her from the tjme she startthat a long suffering people can nut ed until the Nantucket shoals were
he restrained from violence,
,. ,P. rea, bed.
Captain Wlnslow
had but
plore (hat Conditions hsve been sui'h two hours' sleep during the trip of
that are must complain, but such Is ,ttl miles.
tlx case,
When the shoals light ship was
We further pledge the
reached, the battleship struck a MVefC.
nominaos
of
Mil- - convention
to the fulfillment of stotm
The rain mine down In torerery trust, and If elected, to th- - faith- rents and a gale set
In which drove
ful performance of th Ir official
away the fog, hut kicked up a heavy
sea. The ship's wireless apparatus was
protest agalnt th Issuing of blown away, but otherwise she stood
grazing
on territorlsl segre- the storm well.
gated lands, ami demand that no more
Rear Admiral Cowles, who reprethan 0 acres of land i. i,.Hs-(not sented the navy at th' celebration, will
under permit
to each and áVer) leave the New Hampshire tomorrow
American cltlun iualifled under the or early Tuesday and return to Washlaw residing within this territory
ington. The battleship will proneed to
MIOI'KI, AKCHCLKTA. fh'rn.
Portsmouth Wedneada) to receive the
S. M AUK EC, Secretary
sliver service, to he presented by the
The following minority report
as state of New Hampshire.
offered as an amendment to the above
by P H. Smith, of itaton. but was
at label
voted down by the convention.
Aug.
2. Telegraphing
London.
And further, we demand and pledge Hunday from Tabrit, the correspondour candidates, and especially the
ent nf the Times says:
to a fair and complete assessyeaterdny
Hostilities wenIn
county,
property
Culfas
or nt of all
and today there was shell fire again,
an provided by law; that all property, a considerable number of the shells
large and aman, shall pay Into the bursting In th Huronean and Christo the
He treasury in proportion
tian quarters of the city. Roth the
value thereof, and to the end that we royalists and the
need
nf
people,
the
"government
shll have a
money and are making forced levies
people."
for
the
by fhe people and
to obtain funda. The bualneaa situation Is pltlble. The Turks are stilt
Australia,
use
la
Kan
Halter
There la a but- advancing In the t'rumlah district
Melbourne. Aug,
of Hubjubalak
Australia, and and the
throughout
ter famine
mgf occur nt any moment,
re rapidly rlalng.
-
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Illy Morning Journal HperUI ImhiI Wlr.
London, Aug. 2. of Iwelve Impor-

(By Morning Journal Sneelal tinned Wire
New York, Aug.
2. Richard V.
tant measures foreshadowed In the
many
years
the Wash- Ouhlhain.
for
king's speech at the opening of par
,
,
I
V..,.
liament In January. Just two had been HIRIO,! COI I ' S J,, , , , 1 ,, HI,l"lh
pass, , upon prier to the adjournment Sun, will have genera) charge of the
Saturday for the summer
vacation. literary work of the republican na-
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Tlosc were the Irish universities

MV

tional committee. This appointment
was announced today by Frank H.
Hitchcock, the national chairman. Mr.
Ouhlhain arrived in New York late
tonight and will begin his duties tomorrow. Under the arrangements
made for tho consolidated press bu
reau of the national committee and
committee,
the
the congressional
preparation and distribution of all of
the republican ntcnity work win ha
directed b Mr. ouhlhain. who will in
assisted by Francis Curtió, of Spring
lieid. Mass., whose selection as editor
was announced two weeks ago. The
appointment of Mr. Ouhlhain Is pleas
ing to Mr. Hitchcock and Representa
live siciviniey, 01 imnois, cuaiiioaii;
of the congressional committee. Mr.
Ouhlhain is a native of the District of
He was an Intimate friend
Columbia.
of President Harrison and held the
Of
confidence
subseiiucnt presidents.
Mr. Ouhlhain also held the friendship
of President Roosevelt, Mr, Hihlruilnl
Is a member Of the tlrldlron club and
has received many honors from fellow
newspaper men. who esteem him

and the old ago pension bill, neither of
which was opposed In principle hy the
the house
opposition, although
lords amended some clauses of the
pañalón bill: only, however, to have
them rejected by the house of commons and to accept the rejections
w hen the bill was returned to the lords
in Its original form.
The old age pensions will become
operative January I, lflO. so that
only three months will be chargeable
to the present fiscal year, and no great
increase In the budget will be necessitated. For the first full year the mi- -.
Isters estimate that 6.000.000 pounds
sterling about jso.uoo.ooo will nave
to be found, and other expartg say this
is a full two million pounds short of
what actually will be required.
To the Irish universities bill there
was no opposition. There were many
minor bills passed, and in all the flttl
portion of the session has been fruitful: but the subjects over which
tentlons are expected to arise have
been put off lo the autumn silting.
Tlo sc include the licensing bill, which
reached the committee stage and was highly.
Few callers were seen by Mr. Hitch
strenuously opposed in the house of
chairman
commons; and unless It Is radically cock today, tin- national
up
amended it will be thrown out by the having spent the day In Clearing
church
correspondence.
attended
the
ground
that
on
the
house of lords
services in the morning, accompanied
results of the recent
ghaw that the people are opposed to it. by several members of his staff. Ml
Hitchcock is .spending the night at
Next in importance (tomes the educacountry home of Cor
tion bill, on which an effort is being the NewÑ. Jersey
Bliss, former treasurer of
nelius
compromise.
made to teach
the national committee, and Is conThe government also got well forsulting
with him about certain details
establishing
measure
ward with the
eight hours as a legal day In the coal of the organization to make for the
mines, and which, like the licensing purpose of getting llnancial support
for the republican campaign.
bill, has been one of the unionist baton the
tle cries in the
Washington Bureau Closed.
assumption that a decrease In the
The republl
Washington, Aug.
hours of labor would increase the
price of coal. The port of London bill can national and congressional com
has
likewise reached the committee stage mittccs' literary bureau, which
The bill been conducted In this city under the
In the house of commons.
proposes lo establish a new port au- direction of Francis Curtis, has been
thority in London, which will control closed, the furniture and documents
river accommodations to shipping so having been shipped to New York
York
that If It Is necessary new docks may Mr. Curtis will leave for New
he constructed.
I'uder the hill the tomorrow and will remainof there to
the bu
purchase of docks will not be compul- direct the literary branch
already having reaU until alter the election.
sory, arrangements
leen made to this effect with the
MA KMC HENRY TAKES
steamship companies.
LUNCH WITH MACK
The children's bill, which aims at
Colonel Henry
New Yolk. Aug.
the abolishment of Juvenile smoking,
the discontinuance of the practice of Watterson, of Louisville, Ky., chalr-o- i
the
sending children under sixteen years man of the press 'committee
was
of democratic national committee
of age to Jail, the establishment
children's courts and making better gueal at luncheon of Norman Mack,
oththe supervision of children's homes. Is u member of the committee. Themom-!
another measure which will tak" up er guests were Roger O. Sullivan,Illinois!;
some time at the fall session, making ber of the committee from
Mr.
it problematical whether jo, in Hums' I 'rev Woodson and Mr. Mack.
g
bill will be Mack does not believe in doing polithouse ami
Mr Hums' Idea is to abol- ical work on Sunday and he spent a
reached
ish the slums by the construction of free day. He mad, no appointments
at roe ta ami the regulation of roada, and the only consideration given to
and to batter the condition of the peo- campaign work was the political situaple by raising the character of the tion. Which was discussed to some extent with Mr. Watterson and Mr. Sullihouse and home,
The bill promised In the speech from van, the latter finding It necessary to
the throne to amend the Irish land h ave for Chicago this afternoon..
Joscphus Daniels, of (forth Caroyet seen the
pur, base act has not
light of day. but If time is found It lina, who will have uctlvc charge of
possibly may omc up before the end the press work. Is expected here soon
of the year. It will follow the lines of and Colonel Watterson will await his
the report of the Dudley commission. coining. An appalling amount of mall
As the house of commons doag not Is arriving daily at the Hoffman house
to get
meet until October 12. ami the licens- and Mr. Mack is impatient
In Chiopened
here
headquarters
and
ing bill will take a full mouth in discussion, there will be little lime before cago in order to take cate f
Christmas to dispose of the big
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AAD BOARDING

SIS Wist Mlvrw Avena.

STOP

ifnfj iii PprttahiJ out Nineteen Hours'
Before Kelurnlng Vrrillct of Not
Guilty iii Alleged Conspira:') (ases,
I'ortlHiid,

Ore..

DOUBLE TRAGEDY
FOLLOWS QUARRE L
Bad Blood Over Alleged Claim

Aug.

Senator R. A. Rooth. of Eugene, and
his brother. James II. Booth,
celver of the and office at Rogberg,
and Thomas K Singleton, who have
h"en on trial for Several days In the
I'nited Stab's district court on a
charge of conspiracy to defraud the
government of IfiO acres of public land
In Douglas county, were acquitted by
the Jury today. Th' Jury was out
nineteen hours. It Is said that largely
because of the failure of the government lo secure a conviction in the
present cases following upon the heels
of a former acquittal of eg Rece! ver
Booth
charge, the
oti a similar
government will quash the majority
of the remaining eighteen Indictments
known as the "Heney" Indictment..
Excepted from those to be discharged
are the ones against Ringer Hermann
former congressman ami
of the land office ut Washington.
It is said that the date nf trial of
the lb in. mu Indictments will be set
this week.
ex-ré-

--

Jumping Ends in Shooting of
One Man and Mortal Wounding of Another,

Iaed

Illy Morning JaSISlI Hpe.-lRandsburg. Cal.. Aug.
sl

2.

A

M'lre.l

IT IS MADE
OF MALLKABLB
AND THE
BEST
CHARCOAL
IRON AND

WILL WKAIt
THREE TIM ICS

Hryan Becoilla a Typ.
Aug. t. Lincoln
Lincoln.
Neb..
Typographical union, at Ita meeting
today, voted to make W. J. Bryan an
honorary member. The action of the
union was nearly unanimous, such opposition as there was being On the
ground that the action might be construed as bringing politics Into the
union. To offset this Oovernor Sheldon, alio Is a republic!, and friendly
to organised labor, w., also made an
honorary member.

.a
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THE tilt EAT

MAJESTIC
THE
RANGE
THAT LEADS
THEM

AS LONG
AS ANY

OTHER
RANGE
MADE

ALL

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
FOR SALE ONLY BY THE

YOUR HOUSE
ORDERS.
FOR

WAGNER HDW. CO
CENTRAL AND FOURTH

They call before 9 o'clock
and deliver the goods for
noonday lunch.

Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

With Ample

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque
Extends to DcHsttors Every Proper AcoommodKtto'n and Solicits New
Ofncers and Directors: Solomon Luna, Prescounts. Capital. $150,000.00.
ident: W. S. Strlcklcr, Vice; President and Cashier: V. J. Johnson,
nnt Cashier; William Mcintosh. George Arnot, J. C. Baldrldtre, A. M. lUnck- well, O. E. Cromwell.

The orders are given the

same careful attention as
though you personally
called and left us
your orders.

PRESCRIPTIONS?
117

The

Jaffa Grocery Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

ReceiYcd.

PUTNEY

'

IN

FOUNDRY

AND MACHINE

WORKS

To the Citizens of Albuquerque,

GREETING:
The Ml. Olive Baptist Church
Will Give a

GEORGIA!

GRAND BARBECUE
DINNER
At

Atlanta, !a., Aw- - Train No. 38
on the Southern railway, the New Orle-

101

York limited, northbound,

ans-New

11

as

OCXXXXXOCXXXXXXX30

NEW ORLEANS LIMITED

DITCH

TELEPHONE

Eastablished 18114.
R. P. Hall, Proprietor.
Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, O ratea,
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns and Iron Fronta for Bulldlnra.
Repairs on Mlnlnn and Milling Machinery our Specialty.
Fouadry East Side of Railroad Track.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ESTABLISHED 1111
wlSlssal
Orocst, Floor, Fes
M Hrala
aasst lor MttefeeU Wssom
a i ni Qt khui a
raw amito

IN

WEST CENTRAL AVtSNUE,

:wcooocooooocxxoc

Good Things to Eat.
Mail Order Filled Sama Day aa

L. B.

WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY if

which left here at noon today, met
thirty miles
with un accident some

(rom Charlotte n. c., tonight, The
tender, mu II and club car left the mils
und three mall clerks wore injured.
No passengers were hurt mid no one
was killed.

Cured Hay Fecr and Summer Colds.
A. s. Nuabaom, Bateeville, Indiana.
"Last year I suffered for
writes:
three months with a summer cold so
distressing that it interfered with my
I had many of the sympbusiness.
toms of hay fever, and a doctor's prescription did not reach my case, and I
took several medicines, which seemed
only to aggravate It. Fortunately I
insisted upon having Foley's Honey
and Tar. It quickly cured me. My
wife has since used Foley's Honey
and Tar with the same success." Sold
by J. H O'Reilly & Co.

Noctli First Slreet.
on the

4th of August
In honor of the Emancipation

Proclamation oí President Abraham Lincoln. The barbecue meats
will consist of
BEEF, POMK and MI TTON
with all the vegetables of the
seuson.

DINNER Mc. Dinner will be
servad from HI a. ni. lo 12m.
A

II.

FRENCH FEMRLE

Henderson, Pastor.
K. C. Penman, Clerk.

PILLS.

Hfrmmí

.
Ci
MiwrtuaTtoM.
it RiLtir or
NfVCr XNOWN TO FAIL.
Hum i St-kmc
hawaa Uiiara-- cM r Hotter Refill id"!. Hcit prepaid
mr r.mi jut saa
am rni taflnrori 'r 11. to !j j.ii wf
h
Aarupict
t"ii
dura 0R
If
hivf iti m am forar ontefa tvfte
UNITED MEDICAL CO.. Q 74r
A

tf

i

ir drLt

Uqtt.

fi.
IMNNENFKLSEH.
THE
BARBEi:. HAS TAKEN
CHARGE OE THE TEKSIER SHOP. Sold in Allmqiirrqiic by 1. H. O'Bielly.
FRED HAVING TAKEN A Post
GHAIH'ATE COURSE IN THE ART
CAN NOW
SATISFY THE MOST
FASTI DIOIS.
An advertisement In the tilas- sifted Columns of the Morning
IE YOF ARE IN NEED OF ANY
NOTICE.
Jnurnsl will probably mat a
THING DAINTY IN THE GROCERY
a
All water accounts are now due and LINE VOI! CAN ALWAYS FIND IT a 'hose vacant rooms within the)
a
liourn.
payable before the Sth of the month. AT F. G. PRATT A CO., 314 SOUTH
neit twenty-fou- r
Water Supply Company's office, 219 SECOND.
P. W.
POPFLAIC

eeeaaaaeaaaaeeai

West Hold.

Window frames,
Pinning MUI.

$1.7.",.

Albuquerque

W. L. Trimble & Co.
LI very,

Feed and Sale Stable. First
ratea.
N. Second 8t.
ItotofhfJM

--

Try a Morning Journal Want! class Turnouts at reasonable

who did the shooting.

i.oioalgo I
Aug. Í. The electoral
campaign ended today when the electoral boards met In th' capitals of the
seven provinces to elect a president,
whose term will run from October of
this year until 1912.
Returns received t the present time
from the provinces of Vera (luaa,
Corle, Colon and Pansmn. show that
the election of Henor Don Jose Domingo de Obaldla, formerly minister to
the United states, was unanimous.
11

IS

WHEN YOU
ABE READY
FOR THAT
NEW RANGE
LET US
SHOW THE

AT

double

Immense Lumber t'llm Burn.
Marlettc. Wis., Aug. 2. Fire raged
last nlghl on the south wharf of the
Sawyer. Goodman company. It broke
out at a o'clock In a single lumber pile
but spread rapidly under the Impetus
of a light wind which blew wsttrward,
saving the big saw mill. The total
damage will lie about 11711. 000.
It
Is feared more than 10.000.000 feet of
lumber will be consumed.
'a oa

B a.

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

SOLICITORS

Reglnnlug today hacks will be furtragedy in which two men were shot, nished by Oakey's hack line at all
one killed and the other dangerously hours of tho day and night Prompt
wounded, occurred six miles west of and sstlsfactory scrvlco.
Telephone
tf
(larden 8tation this morning. The 15 or 9(5
itory was brought in by J. N. Witt,
There had been a quarrel over a
nan named Cheeshorough and Witt,
8.
lumping a claim owned by M
Tarklngton and Bradford Peck. Jr
Witt says Peck and Tarklngton came
Into his yard and began to drive a
stake. He ordered them off and went
toward them, carrying a Winchester
rifle.
When within a doscn feet of
Peck he ahot him through the heart
and then turned the gun on Tarklngton. shooting him through the face
and neck. Tarklngton begged him not
to shoot again and got to his feet,
starting for a railroad camp several
mlle away. Word was received afterward that he cached the camp
fainting an he arrived and It is thought
that he la mortally wounded.
Wilt brought his family to Johan-neabur- g
and then came here and gave
himself up.

I

BlABIi

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
THAT ONE

town-plannin-

BOOTH IS
ACQUITTED OF FRAUD!

Telephtraa M.

THAT IS THi: BKST.

Month
Reduce
Your
"Grocery
i rouoies
to the
Minimum
OUR

AMV

There Is But One Range

This

HAVE

rAaiD

li

For

11

TDITOT

A

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

Things to Eat.

Good

7

TP 1"?

X

M

11

fr

I

APPOINTMENT

r

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUfcKQUE,
Surplus,
Capital and
$100.000.00

THE JAITA
Grocery Co.

Tul-aros-

Open,
(

PtSSEO

BILL

MANN

PENSION THE SUN MAN GETS

Everything Settled in Otero Only Two of Twelve Important Well Known Journalist to Have!
a;
Measures Become Law Prior Charge of Literary Work of
County; New Bank For
to Summer Vacation of
Tinsley Reports FavorRepublican National
Wells,
ably on

Bitterly Condemn Alleged Election Frauds of Two Years Ago
and Demand Primaries in the

ISpwlal

AGE

It

ft,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
DEPOSITORY A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.
REPORT OF CONDITION MAY 14,

fumoirRcu.
l,ans and Dtwnunta

. .

.

llonds, securities and real estate
Government Honds
Cash on hand ami in backa ...
Cash resources

wiai

1901.
MABiLiTro.

$1,635,118.67
89,836.22
308,000.00
929,433.69

Capital
Surplus and Profits
Circulation
Deposita

. . . . .

$ 200,000.00
62,591.91
200,000.00
2,499,796.67

1,237,433.69

iiia

$2,962,388.51

total

$2,962,388,11

iHt

MAJOR LEAGUE

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

OF THE TEAMS.

BELEN IS

Chicago
iew York
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Boston
Brooklyn
St. Louis

54
48
48

5H3

40

31

441

.3(7

WOli
68
57
53

Detroit .
St. Louis
Chicago
Cleveland
Philadelphia
Boston
Washington
New York

6U

45
44
38
82

Western league.

IT
.811

9

.5V4

42
43
47
61
58
61

.568

THE PRICES OF

.489

.lOHN BECKER.

42

GRAYS

.580
.535
.500
414
.371

lu

2

H

0

2

3

1

I

P

7

Is possible that several will come
to Denver to witness the start, at
least, and will arrange for following
by relays In automobiles.
Knabeiishue
wll
reach Denver,

11

September

01Sullivan;

,

Denver 10; Des Moines S.
Olmstead
2
Aug.
Moines,
pitched a good game, but was poorly
supported bv the Des Moines.
R H.
Score
000 500 3201 M 0
Denver
Moines

.

.000 020 010

3

4

11

4

AMERICAN

tus
This Murk Stands fori

ASSOCIATION.

At Louisville Louisville 4; Kansas
City 2.
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 9; In-

Arizona

I
Mdse. of Integrity.

Or

--

m.

HOMEOPATHS.
& BRONSON

DBNTISm
KKAfT
Dental Surgeon.
Booms
Barnett building. Phone
744. Appointments made by mall.
'
'11 AH. A. "eLLEB
Dentist.
Boom 14 N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Phones KGU and 1025. Alliuqin-iquS- ,
OH. J.

hi.

Chot-

in

ir.

New Mexico.
ni. ni Made by Mail.
ASSAYKRB.

Assayer.
Mining and Metallurgical Engineer.
eu West Fruit avenue. Postoffice Bo
173, or ut office of F. H. Kent,
1
a South Third street.
CIVIL KNOINKKr.N.
1

PÍTTROSS-- -

i'ounty Surveyor.
Attorney before U. 8. Land Department. Land Scrip for sale. Civil
engineering. Oold avenue, opposite
Morning Journal office.

BCONUMUrt

RT GOODS, MIXIJNE3Y AffD WOMtCN'8
PHONE OHDEKH KILLED PROMPTLY.

RBAJBT-Tfl-WBA-

NOTION

DEIT.

Hat brooches, Veil Pins,
supports,
Belt
Collar
chains,
Bead
buckles.
Bracelets, etc., worth up
to 75c. Special

KXCLCH
tU,T.
OAUMF.M
FILLED PROMPTLY.

K

tor

SPECIAL

MAIL ORDERS

25c

i A PLAIN STATEMENT OF FACTS

desert

!

5 p.

DBS. BRONSON

Price 25c. Large Size 50c.

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY OOODS HOUSE

99c

to

In fact. In most oilmen one dose is
sufficient. It never fulls and t an
fx- - ratted upon in the most
ami dangerous cases. It la
cquully valuable for children
ami is the iiiemis of saving flic
lived of many children each year
In the world' history no medicine lias ever met with greater
success.

THE ECONOMIST

heavy
Kxtra
bleached linen table damask, In eight good pattern, regularly $1.2G per
yard, at
72-ln-

determined that all summer goods must move, we positively shall not carry over any of this season's merchandise, and therefore will inaugurate a series of special sales
for each and every day during the month of August, or until every dollar's worth of our well selected stock of summer merchandise has been moved to make room tor our fall and
winter stock now being selected by our buyer in the eastern markets. Our reputation is so well established that our friends and patrons know full well that when we advertise goods
at special bargains they are sure to find that we have made no empty promises. Our show windows shall be our medium of reaching the public, and for each ana every day during
the month of August we shall have a different special displayed in our show windows, good for that day only, and with prices cut to the very lowest notch. We stand behind every
sale made in our establishment, and realize that a pleased customer is our biggest asset. The economical buyer wil! find that money can easily be saved simply by watching
the windows of the THE ECONOMIST.
Each day shall furnish its share toward making the loosening of your "purse strings" a pleasure.
We are

Venturesome Califoinians Attempt to Visit Mine in Auto;
One Dead, Other in Serious
Condition From Heat.
IMr Mermas JuanMl

SPECIAL

Wli

Yuma. 9rU., Aug. 2. Spaulding
manufac
aged 4 5, an automobile
Uirer of San Francisco, who with T.
p. M. McCauley of the aama city.
was on Ala way to Inspect some mines
near Olla Bend, uermhrj on tne aes
ert and McCauley was overcome by
heat and is In a dangerous condition
The men left Yuma against all ad
vice. Friday afternoon, ana piungeu
Into the desert. They probably got
out of the machine to make repairs.
as they were found yeMerday uneon
clous beside the car. McCauley re
vivad, but Spaulding died five hours
later at Blalskell.

One-of-a-Ki-

Sale

nd

Final Closing of Summer Millinery

We have selected all wash dresses
and suits, where there la only one of
a kind left and have removed them
from stock to Rpeclal Sale Bu.
The
assortment Is made up of the season's
Best Styles, from the Dainty Mercerized Princess Dresses to tae nobby
and styllkh coat suits, and In all the
colors of Dame Fashion's
decree.
Thea garments sold at prices ranging
from $1.50 to (26, and have been
placed on sale for Final Clearance at
little over one-haactual value.
We have jot numbered these garments for your easy choosing as folk- -

VETERAN NEWSPAPER MAN
DROPS DEAD IN SURF;

This Week We Will hell our Hile
of spring and summer Milli-

nery at this rate of discount:

Watch Our
Show Windows

$6.00 trimmed hats for... 2.08
$10.00 trimmed hats for..$Ut.28
$19.00 trimmed hats for. .$8.8
At the above rates many women
can afford to indulge In a
banc.- of head wear and the

Seabrtght, N. 3.. Aug. 2. Samuel
Moffatt. an editorial writer in Collier's Weekly, was stricken with ap
oplexy last evening while baffling In
the ocean, and died just after he had
been brought to shore by his brother A
A. V Tallman of New york.
Mr. MoSett was 41 years old und
of Samuel Clemem.
was a nenhew
(Mark Twain). He was formerly;
Washington correspondent of the San'
Francisco Kxamlner and was connect- d gt one time with the San Fran- -

Lot
Lot
Lot

0,

Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

2,

Lot

gV

-

1,
2,
4,
6,
6,
7,

Lot

,

Lot

,

worth
worth
worth
worth
worth
worth
worth
worth
worth
worth

to $1.50 at
to $2.50, at .
to $$.50, at
to $5.00, at
to $7.60, at
to $8.00, at
to $10.00, at
to $12.60. at
to $15.00, at
to $22.60, at

. .

.

.

Mo
.$1.98
S2.uk

3.H
I4.f4
$.vuh

t7.8
IH.ttM
8

113.50

a VI

i

;
at the end of the
season, will be worth all that the
hat has cost.

4ajajln3Mnaa-sBj-

lf

lows:

Ol'H KPF.CIAL

DAILY OFFERING ON MONDAY CONSISTS
TWO LOW Of WAISTS. AS FOLLOWS:

OF

1OT A Comprising u limited quantity of white and colored lawn
waists. In all MeH. Some of these waists are embroidery trimmed,
while others are plain 'ucked. These waists sold up to $1.25. MONDAY HPfXTAL
27c
LOT H Consists of a beautiful and up to date assortment of lingerie
and auto walhts, made up of the finest qualities of lawns. Dlmltlea,
etc., both In the white and colored. These waists come In both the
lona and half alacvef and are handsomely made and finished. Fifteen different stylen to select from and worth up to $2.00.
SPECIAL
Mo
MO-DA-

s.

:.v KMHito,ii;itii:s io.
clean up sale of a few thousand yards of Embroideries left
from our season's selling. These
embroideries are on the best
quality of cloth, awlta, cambric
and nainsook, In hundreda of
In ail
dqslgna and patterns.
widths of edges and Insertions
up to 12 Inches wide, all cut In
yarda. All
lengths of i to t
on sale oMnday by the length,
per yard
..!
A

j

claco

Post

'

Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
any case of kidney of bladder
trouble that is no', beyond the reach
nf medicine. No medicine ran do
none - -- St iid by 3. H. O'Reilly A Co.

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS
turn gwoNuaiMt

hulld- -

N. M.

A TÜLL
Practice Limited
F.ye, Btf, Nose and Throat
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Ke Coast
Linea. Office State National Bank
Building. Hours: 9 to 12 a. in.; 1:30

era and Diarrhoea Remedy

1

TM

TABLE DAMASK

dlanapollg 1U.
At Columbus: First game, Columbia. 10; Minneapolis 5. Second game,
Columbus f; Minneapolis 1.
At Toledo: Toledo 4; St. Paul 3.

ANOTHER VICTIM

Chamberlain's Coitcf

11

BcuNOMiai

.

Inj.lbuquerque,

3,

n.

No Game ut Lincoln.
Lincoln. Aug. 2 The Llnrnin-Pueb-J- o
game was not played mi account of
local Sunday observance law.

Physician and Surgeon
6 and
N. T. Armljo

DBS. SHÁDRACH

There Is no need of anyone suffering long with tills disease, for
to died a quick eure it is ouly
necessary U lake a few doses of

11

Zalusky;

lVhust

Booms

DIARRHOEA

1

De

Batteries Corbett and
Olmstead and Welgert.

11

AND St ROI'ONS.

PHYSICIANS

N. M.

;

(1

W. WILSON

Homeopathic
Physicians and .Surgeons.
Over Vann's Drug Slore. Phonea: Office 628: residence, 1058. Albuquer-qu- e,

womaiuTñdchauffeur
perishjn auto wreck

11

ATTORNEYS.
JOHN

n.

Boarding and Day School
For Young Ladies
and Misses.
In charge of Sisters of
Charity. For particulars,
address Sister Superior,
Sixth and New York Ave.,
Albuquerque, New Mex--

fed-era-

D

CARDS

Attorney at Law
Office in First National Bank building
Albuquerque, N. M.

ACADEMY

s

Omaha 10; Sioux City 7.
Omaha, Aug. 2. Omaha defeated
game
Sioux City in an uninteresting
today.
R W V
Score
3
16
.840 OOt)
Omaha
2
7
9
.904 003 000
Sioux City
Batteries Ragan. Hall, Holler beck
and Lébrand; McKay, Starr and Shea

PROFESSIONAL

Attorney at Law
Collections Mude. New State National
Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, N. M.

1.

ST. VINCENT'S

'

WESTERN LEAGUE.

DS

Secretary.

B. W. D. BHYAN

1

Ronton 8; Detroit 4.
Detroit, Aug. 2. Boston won easily
today. Stahl and Wagner did some
great hitting.
.' Score
R H K.
000 000 3104 11 2
Detroit
140 010 011- - 8 16 1
Boston
Donovan and
Batteries Kllltan,
Schmidt; t.'icotte and Crlger.

.

WM. M. BERGEH,

It

SHUE OUT

i

i

it-nt-

2

ronndhouae

PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN

j

Chicago a; Washington 1.
Chicago, Aug. 2. Harm's double
and Dougherty's single scored the winning run tor Chicago today in the
1

8

IHE

1
6
Philadelphia
Waddcll, Howell and
Batteries
Spencer; Plank. Dygert and fifcareek.

K

FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT

1

LEAGUE.

Score
Chicago . ...000 100 OUO
Washington .010 000 000
and
Batteries Smith
Keely and Street.

ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE

1

H. H. K.
.

BALANCE

battery, played a very steady game, Allen, 2b
4
I 2 0
Bert Graham, with the Krowns. held Sackett, c
7
I 1
1
2
TAKE
BIG down first base in good shape, and Halley, p
U
2
1
0 KNABEN
shows the result of his work with Safford, p
1
0
0
Dawson.
Sackett. who caught behind
the bat in the absence of Chambers,
3.1
2 4 13
Totals
played u very good came, considering
FALL OUT OF
Score of luiiiii"
FOR
RECORD
the fact that he was placed In the po-- I
t. II. K
sltlail on account or an emergency. He
Ola 000 non
e
i
was at a disadvantage on account of Hrowns
4
000 040 00
4
never having caught either Dalley or Grays
Summary Two-bas- e
hit, Sackett
Haiti. id before, and was not familial three-bas- e
BROWNS
Manner
hit. Sackett. Sacrifice biis. Daring Aerial
with the signals either one of the
Weaver
Kane,
and
bases,
Stolen
pitchers used. Sackett made two pretLeave Denver in Airship
Dlckerson, dala tar atyj Pena
ty hits, one fur two buses ami niM (Sackett,
2
out, by Weeks, 8; by Dalley,
struck
Bound for Omaha; To Bo
three bagger. "Snapper" Hale, who 3; by Safford 3.
BARELAS LADS WALLOP
Bases on balls, off
umpired the game, rendered two or Weeks, 5;
Dalley,
3;
3.1
off
off Safford
Followed by Automobiles,
THE MEDLER GIANTS three decisions which Were not receivPaused balls, Sackett, 3. Wild pitch,.
ed with' enthusiasm bv the f nn
ti Weeks t,
on bases, Barelas, Si (By Moraine Journal Hoerial I.ciimmI Wire
the grandstands. The decisions, how- Browns, 12. Left
Time of game, two hours
Denver, Aug. 2. Hoy Knabeiishue,
ever,
were
very
to
difficult
render in and fifteen minutes, Umpire, Hale.
Slump in the Fifth Paves Way
each case.
the aeronaut of Toledo, Ohio, who
For Final Score of Four to The fame of the Barcias Grays has
will be in Denver the second week in
gone forth from Albuquerque, and the COLORADO ROADS SEEK
September
to exhibit his new passenOne In Favor of the Grays,
TO ENJOIN RATE LAWS! ger carrying airship at the Colorado
fans at Trinidad have decided
that
they want the Grays up there to play
i Interstate fair and exposition, will
In É comparatively fast and well ,a couple of games. Manager Padilla
Denver, Aug. 2. Fourteen railroads
to lower the world's record tOI
yesterday
Hayed fame hi fraction nark yester- Webster, received u wire from Kd. of Colorado have asked the federal a dirigible airship before returning
manager of the Trinidad court for an Injunction
restraining thc to Toledo.
day afternoon, the Browns went dou r, team asking
for two games to be
of "the Colorado railroad
According to the announcement
to defeat before the Baratas Qraya by played there on August 8th and 9th. members
COmmttSlori from enforcing the law us made in Denver today. Knabeiishue
the score of 4 to 1. The r.
was the The offer was promptly accepted and to rates and railway regulation against
will start from the Interstate fair
best of the several which have been the Grays will leave for the .'oloiado them. The
railroads will attempt to grounds In Denver, Saturday mornCity
next
Friday
night.
played this season between the two
The local lade
mat me law creating the com- ing, September 12, with two of his
realize the fact that they are going up snow
Up to ihe end of the fifth Int'iiniK
mission is class legislation, because it assistants, for Omaha, 53K miles
from
ning both teams played league ball. In against a fast ball team when they exempts a score of railroads of the
The world's record now Is
the Herond half of the fifth the score play Trinidad, but are confident of state less than twenty miles in length.! Denver.
100 miles, but with climatic condiw;is i lo ii iii favor ol the Browns making it Interesting for them.
The case Is brought in the United
they are wesl of the Missouri
tions
The box score was as follows:
The Browns Had forced u man acroa
States court because It Is alleged that river, asparticularly
in Colorado, It Is
Hun-lathe plate In the second inning;, and
Grays.
the law la a direct violation of the
l
believed that he will at least make
Judging from the snappy playing on
Players.
A, E,
a.b. it. H. P.O.
in that It denies
constitution,
300 miles and possibly will be suco í
both Sides It looked like the score rereu. in
1
3
n
qual protection
and gives special
cessful in covering the entire distance
would remara stationary.
2
0
s
The Browns Alarld, ss
0 2
privileges.
to Omaha,
let down a little In the fifth Inning and Hidalgo, if
i,
f)
4
a
a
Q
It Is being arranged that at sev4
n
u
the Qraya, quick to take advantage of Weeks, p
3
4
1
the opportunity, filled the bases as Pena, c
a
ii
eral towns between Denver and Oma1
soon as possible.
Dalley, who had Salar.ar. 3b
4
u
2
3
ha, there will be automobiles to fola
3
been pitching first class ball until the Gonzales, 2b
3
low the airship, to be notllled of Its
fifth inning, fulled to keep up the De Blassl, If
1
Santa Cruz. Cal., Aug. 2. While Night from time to time by telegraph,
3 1
1
0
a
a
good work, and he was taken out of Luna, cf
Mrs. Marlott. wife of the editor of so that during the entire flight there
the box after the Grays had scored
San Francisco weekly paper, and will be an automobile following:
4
4 27
Totals
their fourth run fyr the Inning. Saf-f27
9
2 la chauffeur
were traveling by auto
This Is the greutest flight ever atd was substituted and pitched good
lover 'the Bear Creek 'road from Ben tempted by an airship, and advices
Mcintosh Browns,
ball throughout the rest of the game.
Players.
A.B 11. H. P.O. A. B. Lomond to Iis Gatos, the machine from Knabeiishue are that he Is conThe Grays were not In their usual
5
ale, cr
0 1
0
weiu over the grade near Van ttont fident :hat In his new air craft he
heavy hitting order yesterday, and Weaver, 3b
1
4
Summit, and both occupants were will not only establish a new world's
only made four hits In the entire Graham, lb
f,
killed by the fall. The chauffeur was record, but will be able to reach the
111
game
They made every hit count, Kane, ss
3
0
0 J
instantly killed and Mrs. Marlott re Missouri river.
however, und won out by a safe mar-fi- Bhepard, rf
2
0
0
0
ceived Injuries, from which she soon
Aeronauts throughout
the world
Weeks and Pena, the Barcias Dlckerson. If
U
1
1
4
died
will be Interested In this Might, and

P.i
.597

46
52
68
61

6
5

CASH;

D

office;

.346

4 2

100 120 02
.020 000 102

ONE-THIR-

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

President.

.381

:

St. Louis

LOTS ARE LOW; TERMS EASY.

V""

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

Philadelphia 5.
St. I .on
2
Philadelphia
Aug.
St. Louis,
made a rally in the ninth Inning, but
ct)uld not secure enough runs to win
In

E

.637

39

58
58
58
52
41
36

AMERICAN

MlBt
86

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

ff

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND
WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
wUh
n
I,urv, v ,:"""K """"' " conim.allo.is depot, mall and express
Í'S áfiS"
4,ng cars. The lota offered tor
ai
tratas
the depot grounds
Harvey Eating House; streets graded, sidewalks laid out; shade tied-.- , etc.

tareiStíSlIn

Lost

Won

Omaha
Sioux 'City
Lincoln
Denver
Pueblo
Des Moines

THIRTY-ON-

337

American League

Cut-O-

-

.545
.506

47
52
57
61

41
SS

Located on the Belen

í

Won. Lout. P.O.
.C.3
38
57
87
55
.598

.

1908.

MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, ON THE MAIN LINK OP THE SANTA EE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND WEST
PROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY AM) GALVESTON
TO SAN FRANCISCO AND OLD MEXICO.
THE BELEN T0WNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TOWNSITE-1,- 000
BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.-W- IDE
AVENUES AND STREETS
Behm. New Mexico, lies in the valley of the Rio Grande. It has fine shade trees and a beautiful lake. School Houses, Churches, a
Commercial dub. Mercantile Stores nt all classes. Patent Holler Mills, a Winery, the
new Hotel Helen, with all modern improvements; restaurants.
Brick Yard, two Lumltcr Yarda, etc. etc. etc.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW
MEXICO
ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND

National league.

Pittsburg

MONDAY, AUGUST 3,

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

BASEBALL
STANDING

ALBUUUtHaUfc MORNING JOURNAL,

(We.

I.

FudillK

.VllKli- -l

K.

IBON

f

H

THE ALBUQUERQUE

4

BLOW AIMED AT

K

M'J?"LÍD
TO ABOLISH

OKLAHOMA

"l"

SUE

ATTORNEY GENERAL
DECIDES AGAINST

CMP

NU

mm
Contests to Be Held

paitment,
(111

ILÍ.

FOR THE

Former Labor Leader Optimistic Concerning Work of Civic
Federation Conciliation De- -

BANK LAW

MORNING JOURNAL,

in

1908.

ÍJÍill journal classified advertisements
tU UtiUUI

HELP WANTED

Tiinidad Officers Hold Man
Once Sent to New Mexico
Penitentiary From Raton,

Various

Male

1

WANTED High graoe men to fill
flee, mercantile and technical posi
tions in the southwest. Southwestern
Business Association, SOI E. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Pbone

tf

817.

(Trinidad Advertiser.)

New Mexico Cities by Mem
bers of First Regiment Na

Morning limranl Kperiu. lcn.nl Win-.- )
Mew vork. Auk. I. -- John Mitchell,

MONDAY, AUGUST 3,

HELP WAMEDFemale
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ern,
you
W. Lead ave. Easy terms.
have read payment can be made at Porterfleld
After
from her home to "be a companion Trust compuny, asks that the hearing
$2300
frame with bath;
ques
quietly
Co.,
answer
216
the
following,
and
Gold
the
West
avenue.
The
of his wife's," became prostrated to- In the mutter of the assessment of said
pi
good outbuildings; lot 75 by
Aiin pad IMITO
law will be strictly enforced.
IMLO
You can't possibly make
Cassidy.
day.
Mrs. Catherine
141; lawn, IS; shade tree; 4tb
the company be continued until July lfith. tlon.
Mrs. E. Adair, of 817 South Edith
W. H. OILLENWATER,
ward.
FACt QUO WARRANTO mother, became hysterical late today. The request Is granted, and the board St., Albuquerque, N. M., says;
"When
good coffee from an inSupervisor.
$2500 New 4 room frame cotappearance
of adjourns until Thursday. July ,lt,
and only the sudden
ever any symptoms Indicated kidney
tage, modern,
beautifully finCleveland, Aug. !. A demand for the missing girl saved her from seri- 10K. at 10 o'clock a. m.
ferior brand. Crystal
ished, concrete foundation, celtrouble n ot. i was not certain, but
NOTICE.
physito
Illness,
according
ous
Ihe
un action In quo warranto against the
lar, good outbuildings; Highlands
from reading
nevertheless
about
The Summer Garden on Mountain
Negro's Victim PasweH Away.
coffee, at 30 cents per
4 room brick cottage,
Municipal Traction company, the hold cians. Anna May Cussldy, VeroniDoan's Kidney Pills l was given a de road has changed hands and has been $2100-N- ew
Aug.
Chicago,
3.
Mrs.
Lillian
modern; fourth ward, on car
lug company for the Cleveland Rail-wh- ca's sister, had spent all last night
I suffered
thoroughly overhauled and cleaned
severely
trv
to
them.
sire
pound, we confidently benegro,
Davis,
Shaw,
the
the victim of
line.
company of this city, was nieil with detectives, who Were seeking
from pain between and Just below the and from now on It will be run ns a $3200
New 5 room brick cottage,
lieve, is the best brand
yesterday
with Attorney General traces of the younger girl, and worn who was lynched Wednesday night, shoulder blades. While on my feet summer resort. It is the coolest and
well built; close In, fourth ward.
' n,'r
shudlest place in town. We cater to the
r"'r
'""ors. sne too, died tonight.
Wade H Ellis by John H. Kline, at - !,,ul
I did not feel the
stirring
around,
or
$2000
6 room frame cottage, bath
best of trade only, loafing and rowdy-IsThe death of A. N. Knowles to- slightest Inconvenience, but
ever sold in Albuquerque.
I
torney for the striking street railway became so 111 that medical attention
when
windmill,
near shops and car
Is
not
allowed.
Arthur
to
up
day brings the total deaths
four.
Iwas necessary.
line.
employes.
would sit down, the pain would as
manager.
It la said, was one of the
Knowles,
grief
heightened
by
was
Their
the
$17004 room frame cottage,
Kline asks that the state take action
aert Itself and at times was very semodern; Highlands, close in.
to oust ihe Trncllon company from an beller that Blair was identical with attacking party on the county Jail, vere. The use of one box of Doan's
GOATS.
ANGORA
FINE
to
down
one
of
be
shot
the first
Kidney Pills brought a relief and that
exercise of powers not granted it by Charles B. Hadley, who kidnaped and
A.
T have 7,000
the charter, the especial complaint he Eleanor Fuller in San Francisco, sli by the deputies, the deadly fire from warrants my having a high appro la
registered and high-grad- e
years ago, and later strangled
her. the rifles Wounding him as well as tlon of this medicine."
Ing the company's "slock exchange
Angora Bucks, Does and Kids
HTATW. INMnBANOB. BliBUTTT
OM1W, UANtf.
Price 50 for sale. Prices reasonable. Will aell
which guárante- - to repurchase the Coinpnrlhons of photographs, descrip many otheg.
For ale by ali dealers.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo any number to cult the buyer. These
tock of th Cleveland Railway com- tions and handwritings, seemingly escents.
Wood.
ft.
112
goats
heavy
Ilion 174.
are good
H
shearers and
SOLE AGENT.
A full line of Loaded Shot New Tork, sole agents for the United
pany at par, or $100 )er share. On tablished this as a fact. Roth men
will bear critical Inspection.
Come
thi- cirvelund stock exchange today came from British Columbia, arid the
and see them or write What you want
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard- States.
Flume IX
W. t VBtral.
Remember the name Doan'e and
the stock of the latter company was pollen description of the fugitives
M. R. McCRORY, M. D
Ads Get Results
Ban Marcial N M Journal
quoted at M
ware Co.'s,
tallied almost iactly.
take no other.
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OTTOMANS ARE CARLSBAD SI JFFERS ASSOCIATED

DECLARED EQUAL

Mini

ws

All EPIDEMIC OE

I McCormick Line

By Morning Journal Hpaclnl Lowed Wire 1
Constantinople, Auk. 2. The impe- -

SCHOOL CHILDREN OF

whuh was rPBd laHt nlKht
before the sublime porte. Is published
rU1

NATION TO PARTICIPATE
..

nilt'

Carlsbad People Asked to Put
Up $50,000 Bonus; Peaches

today.
From Pecos Valley Going to
It explains that
the constitution
Eastern Markets.
was suspended In the time of Safvet
Pasha, who was grand vizier from
June to December 1878, In conse- - Imperial Corrmpondenre Morulas Journal.
quem e oí varuius mingues.
Carlsbad. N. M., July 31. A new
it ae- eiarea the eqaaiity of nu ottomans railroad has been the main topic of

.

Mirangements
to
Celebrate Hundredth Anniversary of Birth of Great
r.mancipator; Noted Men Are
Invited.

conversation In Cardsbad for the past
without distinction as to race or
proclaims their full liberty and week. In the first place word was resays that all appointments with the ceived here through press dispatches,
'
By Horning, Journal Kperlal
Wire.) exception of the ministers of war and etc., to the effect that the Hock Island
system had already started grading n
Springfield, 111., Aug. 2. Prepara- - marine and th,. sh.
will
out of Mangum, Okla.. with
tlons aré being made for the celebra- - be mad on the novice of the grand railroad
Kl Paso as their obectlve point and
hBR b"en lnvlted to form
who
tion on an elaborate scale of the mm
that they were surely coming through
a new ministry.
Carlsbad. Monday a party representhundredth anniversary of the birth of
,8 be,ieved the cabinet appoint-Abrahaing the El
Townatte &
Lincoln, on February 1 2, ments are only transitory.
Development company of El Paso, of
1S09. The exercises will be held in
on
Marin,
The steamer
which Izzet which A. Courchesne Is president, arPasha, th
former
of rived In Carlsbad.
this city.
The party was
sultan was endeavoring to so headed by W. H. Winter, a well known
The entire proceedings will be umlei
the general direction of the Lincoln cape lnto tne Mediterranean,
has attorney of El Paso and secretory oí
Centennial association, of which the been held up In the Dardannelles, and the company, also in the party were
following are the charter members: negotiations have been opened with Pay ton J. Edwards and Engineer s.
Melville W. Fuller, chief jnsilee of; the British embassy for the arrest of P. Atwood and C. W. C. Patterson.
the United States; Senators Cullum Izzet Pasha.
Shortly before noon on Tuesday an
and Hopkins, of Illinois: Speaker Jo
The garrison of Constantinople to- other party headed by J. L. Bell arseph Q, Cannon, Illinois; Congressman day commenced taking the oath of rived In Carlsbad overland from El
Benjamín F. CaMwell.
Paso.
And right here thines beiran
allegiance to the constitution.
Richard Vates, of Illinois; Melville E.
has been much speculation to warm up; It had always been supThere
Stone, Xew York; John W. Bunn. of concerning
the Identity of the leader posed that the Courchesne and Hell
Springfield; Horace White, of New of the revolution,
but it Is now as- outfits were the same but the two parYork; William .layne, of Springfield
he Is an Albanian. Ismael ties had not been In town many minserted
that
Invitations have been issued to the
utes when it Was discovered that they
president, the members of his cabinet, Kiaml Pasha is 6I years of age and were deadly enemies contending for
belongs
to an ancient noble family.
and to the ambassadors, ministers and
the same thing a right of way Into
a !,u""rl,,ml" position
nl
consuls of the foreign governments.
and out of Carlsbad and a franchise
in
government
the
Turkl"h
to
service
Among those who have already
over certain streets of the town. Both
agreed to be present is possible are tnat of diplomatist and state
parties asked for a hearing from the
His liberal reform opinions Commercial club and It was granted
Bryce and Jessurand, s'llort,
William J. Bryan and William H eventually made him a suspected
them on Tuesdy. In jthe afternoon a
mn, and he was obliged to flee in or- - large body of citizens met the repreThe program In Springfield will con- - der to escape the vengeance
of the sentatives
of the El
d
slst of formal ceremonies at the grave government.
Townslte and Development company.
during the morning, a public meeting!
These gentlemen had letters of Introin the afternooil and a banquet
duction and credentials from practiat BIG BILL TAFT SHOE
cally .II the most prominent business
mm'.m
i. ihiii
ui me ceieoia-- ;
REACHES LOUISVILLE men, bunkers and organization..; of Kl
tion have been practically agreed
upon, m in tile educational authorities
They stated their want in a
Paso.
III be asked to carry
lew words a right of way from Carlsof each state
Ky. Aug. 2,-- "Blll
Taffs bad to the public domain east and
then, into effect. These are that the
same program which will be carried shoe," which has been "on the road" w.st, a franchise through certain
mu in Illinois be also observed in since last January and is estimated to street of the town and a cash bonus
every school house in the country, and have covered more than 10.000 miles, of sr.o.ooo.
At X o clock the same evening anthat at a certain hour of die day every reached Louisville over the Illinois
School cbíld in the land shall stand, Central from New Orleans' yesterday, other meeting was held at 'which Mr.
an, u iiiie facing iii the direction of Thla Wt of freight, which has
Bell's claims were heard. The memrepeat the brief speech ,.j attention among railroad men all bers of the club and the citizens then
tliut Lincoln uttered as he bade fare- - over the country is a No. 9 raw oiled Went Into executive session and decidto recommend that the city counb,0an wMch originated at Silvas, III. ed
.1
.
w
v
7
cil give a franchise to the Kl Paso- '
Several railroad employes in Louisville
"."i "r
""j
Carlsbad Townsite and Development
,
i
uiropnfin in tit.. at,,., i min 'iti,i... ..,..
company. This was done at a special
labeled "the presidential chair" and
meeting of the council held Thorsday
PLAN BALLOOrNl RACE
billed to W. H. Taft. Clncinnattl.
A committee was appointed by the
ACROSS CONTINENT
Commercial club to see what could be
tiilmorc Welches on Wt'ish.
done toward raising the $50,00(1 cash
San Francisco, Aug. 2. Harry
tonight announced that Parky bonus. In the meantime Colonel li.ll
Chicago, Aug. 2. A transcontinenwill not fight Fred Welsh, and his party of engineers are still In
tal balloon race starting from either McFatland
Kngllsh
the
lightweight, before the town and say that they will proceed
Los Angeles or San Francisco with
at Los Angele on Sep- to make their surveys and that they
the Atlantic seaboard as the objective Jeffries club
will build a railroad from the Oklapoint is being planned by the Federa- tember 9. The match hod been all homa line to El Paso through Carlstion of American Aero clubs, accord- arranged except the posting of the bad. The Winters party left ThursWhen Jeffries
matched
ing to announcement! made by the forfeits.
day overland to a point on the Red
board of directors of the organization Ketchell and Papke before the same river between Oklahoma and Texas.
club
obon
September
7,
Ollmore
here tonight. The race Is to be held
The general rains throughout the
cKtchell-Papk- e
match
in November and a cash prize of $25,-00- 0 jected that the
valley have put a lurge amount of watIs to be offered for the completion so close to his date would hurt the
er In the Pecos, and, for the first time
fight in which he Is Interested.
ot the trip.
since their completion, the reservoirs
at McMillan and Avalon are practiISlabllslicd Chicago's Parks.
Attention. Asthma Sufferers!
cally full. So general have been the
2.
Chicago.
Aug.
Ezra
Butler
Foley's Honey and Tar will give
a prominent citizen of Chicago rains that the crops in this part of
Immediate relief to asthma sufferers since 1847,
died at his home today, the valley are made without further
and has cured many cases that had eighty-tw- o
years of age. He was best Irrigation and the stockmen are asyield
to
refused
to other trentment. known in Chicago
for his work In es- sured of fine winter grass. Xever beFoley's Honey and Tar Is the best tablishing the city's park system. Dur fore have the prospects looked brightremedy for coughs, colds and all ing President Hayes' administration er for prosperity: farmers all over the
throat and lung trouble, contains no nP waH 0ffere( tne post of United valley are busy preparatory to sowing
drugs - Sold by J. H. states minister to Berlin, but declined oats, barley, en. at and over 2.000
harmful
acres will be-- . planted In alfalfa this
O'Reilly ft Co.
the honor.
m
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A quiet week is luoked for in th.
political world. William H. Taft. th
republican nominee, has promised to
address the Virginia Bar association at
Its annual meeting on Wednesday at
Hot Springs. The speech will be
and Is the only one the candidate has planned to make during
the week. William J. Bryan expects
to finish writing his speech accepting
the democratic presidential nomination on Wednesday. No engagements
for the week have been announced for
him.
Eugene W. Chain, of Chicago, the
prohibition presidential nominee. Is to
make several speeches during the
week in Lincoln.
Of the vice presidential candidates.
James S. Sherman is to spend a week
oh Wolf Island in St. Lawrence river,
resting and gathering strength for the
WRITE US ABOUT
campaign. John W. Kern has one address scheduled for the week. This Is
MACHINERY.
to be delivered before a Chautauqua
gathering at Charley City on Wednesday.
WE AUK THE FA KM MACHI
Other political events scheduled for
AND WAGON PEOPLE.
the week Include a democratic state
convention at Wallace, Idaho, on
Tuesday and a convention of the national liberty party at Wheeling, W.
Va on Monday and Tuesday, at which
for president
candidates
and vice
president of the United States are to
be named. The call of the convention
Is addressed to all members of the'
national liberty leagues and other orThe Home
ganizations and Individuals Interested
In the welfare of th negro race.
The officers and members of the national democratic league committee
will meet In Chicago Thursday at
which time u proclamation win be is
sued to the colored voters of the country. A place and date lor holding the
national convention of the party will

of Implements

THE BEST

MOWERS
GRAIN BINDERS
HAY RAKES
BALING PRESSES

i

FIGHTING FOR THE FIELD

a

FOREGAS

3, 1908.

FOB IKE WEEK

'Imperial Proclamation in Con
RAILROADS
stantinople Takes Down All
Bars of Race or Religion
TWO COMPANIES ARE
'Throughout the Realm.
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I RAABE & MAUGER

Harvest

íes I
set I

is at

Hand

VICKY

J. KORBER & CO.
PIPE-CLEANIN-

212 N. Second St

G.

DAVIS & ZEARING

of

aa West

The

Senators Aldri. h. Hale. Knox ami
Daniels and Representatives Vreeland.
Padget
of
the
and
Overstreet
national monetary commission, sail
from New York Tuesday for the purpose of making an exhaustive examination of the Currency and banking
systems of Europe.
Aeronaut ale looking forward to a
week of Interesting aerial demonstra"a plain Thomas
S. Baldwin
tions,
plans a preliminary flight in his dirlg-abl- e
balloon ut Eort Myer, near WashUpon the sucington, on Monday.
cess of Captain Baldwin's efforts In
these trials depends the acceptance of
At
his airship by the government.
Brighton Beach, Henri Fainian will
continue a series of (lights In his aeroplane, while in Germany. Count Zeppelin is preparing to make a twenty-fou- r
hours'" Voyage In his airship on
Wednesday.
The trial of Mae C. Wood on charges
of forgery and perjury alleged to have
been committed during her suit for
divorce against United States Senator
Thomas C. Piatt, begins In New York

auuuuw

Price $2.25

Shoe
ami repairing Is one of our specialties.

Making elbows and Joints Is another.
We art expert Plumbers
In all
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, in a reasonable
time, for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
only the most reliable help. We
hould be pleaded If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. Tou
won't regret It.

For Men

i

$3.50
$4.00
and

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company

Nothing better made
The new fall styles are
now on sale We are
placing our new clothing
on sale CALL AND SEE

Monday.
New
On Saturday the state of
Hampshire will present silver service
to the new battleship New Hampshire.
The ceremonies will take pluce at

IT.

Portsmouth.

If

tfjnJ

you have not tried

will see how useless

you should order a
sample at once.

E. L. Washburn
Company

of Knight of Pythias
Gather Frota .vil Parts or the
Nation.
Army

UK BBND TOO HKEAU
or rollh ivery morning or
evening if you say so. No
need to bother nltout that
purl of the meal If you trust
to us. Just fur a change
have us send oyu some of
our bread or rolls. We buke
them so perfectly thst yu

Our Delicious
Ice Cream

NEW MEXICO MEN
AT BOSTON MEETING
tireat

u

Avians

Have the finest thing la the
oven line for
gaa or gnsolluo
stove. Call sud let us nliow theut
to you.

Walk-Ov- er

be n. lined.

Gi

ALAvtiiiBUMioii

$

OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
PROMPTLY FILLED.

It Is to

waste time and labor In
home baking with not nearly such fine results.
PIpNEfliR HAKKHY
307 Nontfi First Simrt.

THE

WM.

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail

BA1 Eft IN Wean AMI HALT MMST
hanana a Bnantaity
INprrlal t'nrreiiuondrncn Morning- Journal I
s. ad.
w.
Gold.
i9a
ror Cattle and Hogs tha Biggest afar-tBoston, Mass., Aug. I. Among the
BIO North 3rd Kiree.
Prions Is Paid.
delegates expected here for the bienOffice Phone 430. Farm
nial convention. Knights of Pythias,
Plione 107.
are P. B. HeRler, Silver City, and C.
GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
F. Easley, Santa Fe. N. M. Big preparations are being made to entertain
SANTA FE TIME TABLE.
Wholesale Merchants
the in nun Knights of Pythias and
fall.
Wool, Hides and Pella
will
expected.
Tuesday
there
The local office of the reclamation ladies
a HpeoUlty.
serví e has Just received orders to put be a parade of the uniformed rank
W.HfTQrTRHQfTX
I JIB TBUAg
In permanent
headgates and repair with ten thousand men in line and
the embankments at Iake McMillan: Wednesday a parade of the subordiwhen this is done tnis will be the nate lodges with 3.r0 Moats, besides
CONSOLIDATED LIQUOR CO.
SCIENTIFIC
largest arlficial body of water In the there will be competition for drill
aensMnrs to Mattel 4) Bnhte
prizes
besides
In
the
119,000
cash
territory.
SANITARY
od Bncheehl
Utoonl
Carlsbad has shipped out 2.000 above named delegates many other
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL LUMBER.
WIIOI.KHAI.K DBAI.KhUJ IN
crates of her famous peaches this New Mexican Knights are expected
(Effective NeTSBSbar It, test.)
Connecting Ranges,
week, many of the boxes holding not with their ladlea.
WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
from the Kut
Arrive. Deism
more than thirty-tw- o
Steam Heating,
peaches. Moat
Glass, Cement. Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing.
1,
No.
Wo fundi, ovorjthlnc la our Man Witio
Southern Cal. Sxprsss. J: p I. Ill,)
No. I. Cnilfornl
11:1 p l
of the crop has gone to Colorado
Limited
for Illustrated CaUlofao nag Prtoo U.t,
Plague In Kcuador.
Gas,
Water
and
No. 7, Nurtn. Cl. Put Mali. .111 n I!
to dealers only.
points and the growers have not been
Gusyaqull. Ecuador. Aug. 2. Dur- No. I. CI P M.I City Hip .11:41 p 11.10
TolophuM 111
IÍEffillll!ll!!MIIIIIIII!IIIIIillilllllIIlllllIIII!IIIIÍl
Sewage Plumbing,
able to nearly fill the demand. Carls- ing July there were nine cases of buPIRBT ST. AND COPPaTB AVft
'OKNBR
From the West--No.
bad peaches this year have brought bonic plague here and six deaths. FifAll Work Guaranteed
Chloano rut Mali
I:tln 1:11 n
from 55 to 76 cents above the market teen persons who were III with the No. 4,I. Chloaa-UmlUd
1:14 p 4:14 p
Albuquerque, New Mexlct I In
North First Street.
Denver and Colorado Springs.
No.
P. A. SMITH,
I,
Chi.
City
p
Kan.
n
7:44
4:44
Only
Hid..
disease were discharged as cured.
&
E. McQueen Gray, chairman of the six cases of the plugue are now In the
Peeos Taller Tratan
N. 1st.
909
Phone
657
No. 11, Amarillo,
committee on foreign representation Lazaretto.
Koawoll ana
DENTISTS.
Cnrlibnd
I tl
at the National irrigation congress,
No. It. Prom Cnrlabd.Ronll
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Room
12
left this wecl
for the California
and Amarillo
14:41 p
coast to recuperate his strength. Mr.
Pram the South
Phone
547.
No. 10, Chi., Don. IK. C. not. .4:14 a T:44n
Crap has been putting in some very
no. ie oonnnotn t Umy with branch trata
hard work on the congress and parfor Banta P and stop at all local poluto Is
tially broke down under the strain.
Now Mexico.
T. B. PURDT.
LEATHER AND CWMNUS
&
F. Q. Tracy leaves Monday for New
HARNESS, SADDLED, PAINTS, WTO
York,
where he will Join Mrs. Tracy.
"EVERY SIGN
PICTORIAL
DRUGGISTS
Mr. Tracy will return some time In
408 West Central Ave.
J
Keaolved that all orders for
Heptember,
In time to attend the Na
A SALESMAN"
auppllea of any and all kinds
ADVERTISING
tional Irrigation congress at AlbuquerAln reran Pasirssaiy. Cor. OnM nam ritos
and f jr all purposes be made out
hllghlaaat Phowsnsey, Oar. Bans Uretral wng
que to which he haB been appointed
on
the regular requisition blank
a delegate by Governor Curry.
t
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SIGN SHOP
of the Irrigation Congress proMiss Dorothy Tailor, an artist, of
Contractor and Builder
vided for that purpose, and said
Washington, D. C, was here last week
THIRD STR
,
IN THE CITY
requisition must he signed by
for the Santa Ee railroad. Miss Tailor
Werfe aiistty
We have everything you
Is making sketches of the fruits and
chairman of the auditing comai4 Bast I'm.
114 All kinds ol Fresh and Halt
mittee, or In hla absence by the
landscape around Carlsbud for transneed for preserving.
Btesjin ha usage Factory.
acting chairman; that all bills
parencies which the Santa Fe will use
I Mil,
WINDOW BTiAMBS
K I I
mum be properly vouch-ereWORT.
at the Albuquerque fair and later In
Incurred
THE BEST FRUIT.
In stock and made to order, lowest Maaonlc Building, North Third Street
their eastern offices.
before payment and audited
prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
FRESH EVERY MORNING
at any meeting of tb auditing
furniture Co.
ARTHUR E. WALKER
by
committee,
of
chairman
the
HARRIMAN GOES TO LOOK
All sizes of Fruit Jars, Jelly
aid rommlttae, or In his absence
re
Ft
tiioiirnnce.
Setrretnrr afadsnst
OVER i HE GOULD SYSTEM
VENICE OF AMERICA
MulbUiig AawMlathiBu
by the anting chairman
rtimn tM.
Glasses, Parafine, Rubbers.
117
Went
Oratrei A i sauna.
H
Finest Beach Resort In the World
W. 8. HOPKW'KU
Bathing, Boatiag, Fishing, Danc"halrmsn.
New York, Aug 2. K H. Harrl-maTHE VERY BEST CANE
ing dully, fren dncerta, ate.
It E. TWITOHHLI
NOTton.
president of the Union Pacific
Vina1 and Bungalows clean, coal
AUK YOU OOINU TO Kl. PASO TO
SUGAR.
Secretary.
railway, started for the west yesterend complete. It 7.10 to Ur, 0 per VIKIT
OR TO HHOP? IF BO, THK
B. SPITZ.
day afternoon on a special train of
inonm. Appiy vina urnoa, Venice, UHAND CKNTHAIi HOTKI, 18 THK
Audit.
Com.
Chairman
California.
cara.
Our lumber la Baanufaotarea al onr
live
PI .At K TO HTOF. Iff THE HKART
D. A. MACPHBKSON,
own milla, from the alck of tbs baal
OK I VI It VI III M.
Mr. Harrlman boarded the train
FOUR I1WM KM
A
KNOT.
OKOndE
body of timber la th scuthweat,
RATI M
litOM UNION HTATION.
outside the city, coming down from
NOTICB
OF
8AJJC.
TO
KUROPKAlf PLAN,
UN,
cording to the report of th govern
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Luna, Dona Ana and Otero counties.
should send a lawyer, one who
ls known in the other three counties.
4jpuld we not get Major Llewellyn's
consent to fill this position? Rio
Grande RepubUcan.

What the Editors
of the Southwest
A re Saying

I

see that the work la done atlafacto- - take n that what I nay pretty fairly
any expresses the general feeling.
rlly. and without endangering
"When the commerce commission
one's property. It la a matter that
all- - for but very little
outlay of Issued Its order that the proportionate
either money or labor, 'what It needs, 'rates Inland should be published and
mainly. Is
little' proper attention, thbt a three days' notice should be
now at the proper time.
given In case of any rate reductlona,
and ten days' notice In case of a raise.
the railroads felt that the prlxe would
llol r CAMPAIGN kJXPENREft.
not be worth th candle.
Notwithstanding all the talk about
"It should be borne In mind that the
"publicity. '' neither of the two great currying trade from the orient by way
pull leu Is able to conceal the ne easily of the Pacific and the coast ports lias
ol large funds (or the maintenance of to be taken In competition with the
campaign organization. The democrats route by way of the Suet canal or
se,, t a chairman who-- ., principal around the Morn The rates vury from
qualification I
acquaintance
with day to day. .Sometimes, when there
sources of generous contributions The are plenty of carrying facilities and
republicans open their central offices comparatively little to occupy them,
In New York, though the eastern and the rates are very low.
Again, when
middle states need In the field no gi- bottoms are scarce, the rates go up
gantic effort on the part of Taft man- high enough for the railroad to be
agers.
able to get in on them for transport
Americans are conversant with the across the country at a profit. To dn
expenses of campaigning in the minor business profitably ami safely with
divisions of counties and towns, says such fluctuating conditions we must
the Philadelphia Public Ledger They have the privilege of striking when
know that the sending of speakers and the Iron Is hot and we must he able
te ni t ule and the other charges upon to say tonight that we will take the
a national committee must call for business tomorrow ."
sums not Inaccurately described as
"vant " The ordinary individual does
'HIE Wil-ll- l
GU8 MOVKMKVT.
not contribute a great deal: generally
Is
nothing,
He
wise enough to underrepublicans in
rh
stand thut funds must come from incn vw York an greatly worried over
who have surplus means or, as in the!,h, attitude of the governor, especially
past, from corporations
There are
announcement that he Is willing to
Dior of the "able and willing" persons, ,un again. Timothy 1,. Woodruff. re
veil among democrats, in the northpublican stute chalrmun. went to Dya- east than in all the rest of the coun- ter Bay the other day, and for two
try, and more in New York and Its hours talked New York state politics
neighborhood than
unywhero else. with President
Itoosevelt. and the
Openly or secretly, the managers will New York papers tell us 4hat most of
act accordingly.
the time was devoted to an earnest
Mr Hitchcock must have funds, discussion of the dilemma Into which
and Mr. Mack must have approxi- ilovernor Hughes, with Ills announcemate!) a similar amount unless their ment that he is a candidate for
Ml( lency as managers is to full into
has thrown the state orrldlctl!. in spile of Mr. Bryan's ap-- : ganization.
peal to the farmers and newspapers,
While neither the president nor Mr.
evi ry democrut realizes that the parWoodruff would give out any d, lulls
ty funds will come from wealthy men.
the conference, it is n safe asiump- lle run gues. that the contributors tOI1 tna( ,h(. ,,,.,, chairman told the
will be as welcome and their wishes as president thut if sentiment remains us
pot nt as the republican "producers'' It is at present ill the
slate. It would
will be on their aide.
That Is what not. In his estimation, be hazardous
makes publicity valuable, and what for the party to nominate some one
makes the patriotic voter hope that besides ( over nor Hughes.
the truth, the whole truth and noth
President Roosevelt told Mr. Wood- ing but th truth will soon be plainly , rf he Mould I,,
arav Interrera
and honestly the rule In all party with the campaign in New York state
management. The spending of mnn"v or with the selection of a cundldate
i
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Whv Not Visit PhOr-iUIt Is estimated that

j

I

,

going to the primaries as now held,
and there voicing his Ideas and de
mand. but the stubborn fact remains
that for every twenty voters who
would go to the polls, only one will go
to the hall or meeting place of a pri- mary. At Santa Fe, for Instance, prl- '"rb's were held Thursday night pre- Uminary to the most important ele,,on of w"
and 'e not one votr
twenty attended and those who
tended were absolutely under the
h
thumb of one or two men In each
rlnct. Fortunately, the result general-ry- .
wf"-lout all right on election day
hut It would be far more satisfactory
If an expression of the majority of
the voters could be had on the nomination as well as at the final choice of
office holders and the coming legislative assembly will be called upon to
follow the recent acts of the legislature of Wisconsin. Missouri and Kansas tho gave their states modern primary legislation. The Almanac.
s
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Our Sales of Regáis
Break All Records
That isn't such a remarkable statement when you
suconsider the
all-rou- nd

periority of REGALS.
The first thing that is making
REGALS so popular here
is their genuine custom
style, REGAL styles are
nothing less than accurate reproductions of the
newest and most exclusive models of the best
custom boot makers,

n,(pl). Mmutc Service.
,
ad tha, wltnin snort time
year.
nearly half a million dollars each
!,here
wl Dp tralns pas,lng ovt., the
PtHIJCAN PAUTI
-Wlltaking vacations In iNMornk'
aantg Fp rut.0ff here every thirty
Hams News.
minute. This will be going and com- Ing some. On account of Tulban be- ataer
paiwc
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Urtr rlrralattoa tbaa aj
1 "or f uture llellvcry.
w Muto
ling a coaling and watering station.
l Unte. TU If aaatr la
vary W la tUa isa.
Miss Klkins it appears, has pur- - and for the further reason that It Is
.
nearly midways between No Wonder It
chased her duke for fall delivery. The situated
--Taa
many
Mann,
Albuquerque,
Alamogrdo. who Is
Judge
of
bUntlaa Jaaraal baa a MraH ctf-t- a
papers
will
train
Amarillo
be
and
bill of sale and other
any
Ultra rating Uiaa to aocrOa4
Sun. j crews take their meals here - Ta Iban a receptive candidate for the nominaFlagstaff
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out
made
(a
papar
bay
at
Alt.u.,urn.
ulnar
atbar
News
tion as delegate to congresji, made a
tally (w Ntw Uailea." Tba twawtaaa Nua- trip from Alamogordo up to La Luz
Ulraeiury.
p.
I
Cheer
vveuuesuay in see me pic- HIC,
of
prospects
iinO
for Haces
Let us hope that the
'
chairman,
'inct
and arrange with him
8WOH.N aUtCULATtOM.
peace and harmony anion the repubThe fair association has formulated
REGAL quality of mater- delegates to the county con
Territory of New Mexh
licans of Bernalillo i ounty are not too1 i list of the racing events for the to send Who
judge's
would
demand
vention
the
ials and honesty of con- -s
County of Bernalillo. a.
earning territorial fair, and has pregood to be true. Socorro Chieftain.
He took with him the
D. 8. Boucher, appearing before
pared in addition a set of rules and nomination.
struction
are important
B.
Holt,
of
H.
Hon.
the
the member
and firm oelng liily ewom
nditions which shall govern the en- What's the Mailer, Brother'.'
Luna
thought
legislature,
who
A aclares and say
last
th:it he In
things,
are
races.
There
fourteen
He is a great man who accept, the tiles and
manager of The Journal Publishing
county ought to be wiped off the map
lemons that Fate passes out to him vents for outside horses, w ith st- becbtt; D rrlng had not built a court;
Company of Albuquerque. New Mex
The parts you cannot see '
000 and
purses
aggregating
tached
tlfi.
a
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lemonade
of
start
uses
them
and
the monto
Ico. and that during
Pyraproclaimed
who
house,
that
and
Arizona horses only.
füur
are just as honestly built
April. 1108. n average of 4.4(1 Coplea
stand. Gallup Republican.
with total purses of $1,400. Knlrles in mid county should not be established
Of The Albuquerque Morning .'ournai
tit
was
to
a
Lordsburg
be
not
because
as the visible parts, and
either class may be made at any time
aera prlntbd and circulated each dev.
county seat, to help Induce the La
Bruivhaik.
Grnir
15.
September
present
the
until
from
the quality of every ma(Signed) D. R BOUCHKR.
Luz chairman to demand the nominaAnother objection to the election of when the entries will be closed.
Business Manager.
tion of the Judg", so that the judge
terial in REGALS is top
Mr. Taft to the presidency Is that the Phoenix Gazette.
orn and subecrlbed tu before ue.
could work his receptive qualities.!
steam yacht Mayllower will be overgrade,
In and for the terriB notarv pub).
When they got i!.crc they found that
loaded when he Is aboard. Tucson
tory and county aforeaald, thin sth
The l imit
satis- well
people
were
of
La
the
l.uz
citizen.
Bay of May, 1U8.
One day last week a chicken (about fled with Delegate A, drewn and would!
Men's Styles, $3.50, $4
(Signed) H. N PACKKKT,
the size of n quail) was run over by a send ' an Andrews delegation to the
and $5.00.
The Heal Twister.
Notary Public.
bunch of horse near the postofflce
"Pop" Anson, it appears, has lost In and after the dust had chared away convention. The g n'lemen were travTBBUH OP at BBt IINIUK.
politics all the money he made In the Utile fellow was picked up by eling In on aut mobile, which was
as the La Luz
M
Dally, by carrier, una mvnth
baseball. The curves of crooked Chi- Postulaste!' J. R. Dumus In an ap- about as
.10
Dally, by mall. ut month
cago politicians were evidently too parently dying condition. Its skull be- chairman. When In y got In and carted for Alamogordo, the auto bucked
FOR SALE
much lor him. Tucon Star
.
ing split open. Mr. Dumus carried It and wnuM not go. They worked or.
AJ.BLOABkO.tP,
N. UBXKO
Into the postofflce. procured a needle the machine with the same despera
2'. acres land, north 7 miles $150
it is Indeed so.
and thread and sewed up tha ugly (in that they had bee Working on
26 acres, 2 milea out, partly cul'I UK PEACE t )MMISK).
When n man gets ao gore at another wound, and In a short while the future the Judge's boom for the nomination,
tivated and orchard. Will aell 10
man over mere politlcul differences of fryer regained
consciousness and and made as much progress with one
or 18 acres
....$3700
opinion that he won't speak too him manifested n disposition to Join Its . with the other. Finally in desperaThe plan devised by the republican
25 acres sandy loam land, 4 mile
Marcial
laughable
San
Is
It
indeed
mother and brothers and sisters. It tion they abandoned both machine and
territorial committee for the purpose
north, $60 per acre.
is now entirely well and owe- its life boom,
Standard.
of healing the breach In Ihe repub-i- e
and telephoned to Alamogordo
HOME STOCK RANCH.
to
Talbun
Mr.
Human.
News.
a
of
getting
team. Instead
back
for
8 miles south,
in party of Bernalillo county, and
140 aerea, fine 7
1
Hiiisum.
Mr.
to Alamogordo before dark WednesKind Words
room house. Big corral, all' fenced
which was publicly accepted and
republican
Chairman Hursum of the
day night they got there before
Well. Well Has It Come lo This!
adopted by both factions, has been
under ditch. Treee. Landa trib-tar- y
In s
entered
Thursday morning, and have
territorial committee.
New Mexico's primary law; are
for 1500 sheep. Price $1600
carried out to the letter The work
upon the preliminary business of the
and unsatisfactory. This Is been pu.tlng In thei,- time cussing the
Ait these lands good aoll and unof the commission, which was providqualities of La Lur. polifall campaign in a munner that bodes not so much the fault of the laws as
der ditch.
ed for In the plun, was completed Satno small disaster to h! democratic 0f the people, but nevertheless. In oth ticians and bucling automobiles.
urday evening, and the result was Is legitimate and deserves honest treat-- ' ror governor.
opponent. Socorro Chieftain.
er commonwealths, where the same Lordsburg Liberal.
RIO GRANDE VALLEY LAND
given to the public through the news men! by managers on both sides ond, Developments of the last few days
conditions existi d, the primary laws
COMPANY
by
the public, for the public can hejhave Hhowrl dearly thut his
have been changed so that the prlmar- Purely liusinrs.
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We have not had a chance to talk inrnt and be us wrong as the politic ;l Hugh,
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announcement,
been'"'" democrat, sir. nr.ai.'i repuoncan
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Should we not have what you want
lame, man 01 me uruve. politicians
lioth .parlies are going to working hard to have It appear, and all he can to a.sslst the
with many of the representative men dire, mis
can procure lt.
who are seeking office. The theory of painful and dangerous. Foley's Kidadvertís,'
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money
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all
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to ounvlnce themselves, that Governor
of either faction, in regard to the
this government is that it Is a gov- - ney Remedy has proven a boon to
big string of newspapers
nugh(. u, not stronger than his party his Record.
spirit In which the work of the com- The public knows It If all will tr-- al
nment bv the ueoDle and whatever many elderly people as It stimulates
,,
mission l received, bul we take it fur the matter honestly no harm will beln the slat,,
means can be provided to secure a tne rlnary organ, corrects Irregu-tru- e
lat lt wm no, be
expression of such will, should larlties and tones up the whole sys-for granted that the members of each ''u'"'
hazardous for the organisation to nom (imwing,
worthy of the serious attention of't,rn. Commence taking Foley's Kid-th- e
faction, huvlug gone into the arrangeinate some one ele.
this
Is
small
rather
The Herold
law makers. Of course, there Is ney Remedy at once and be vigorous, Journal Want Ads Get Results
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ment of their own free will, and havSince the announcement come from weei; on account of our press fulling
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to prevent every voter from
Sold by J. H. O'Reilly & Co.
they
ing presumably domgovernor
best
ut Saranue Lake the arrive, but we will be able to Increase
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of
evidence
could for their respective sides, will
leaders in all part of the state have Its size In a week or two. Portales
abide by the result, and thus permit directly upon the cIBtm that the world been busy getting estimate of sentl-- i Herald.
u to have a re united and harmonious Is growing better, the llaltlmore Amerinfill In their districts, and their re-- !
republican pan In Bernalillo rounty, ican calls attention to the fact that ports have all practleully been to the A Question or aiues.
A Denver widow
has decided to
Whoever may receive the nomination there never has been a time In the effect that the governor Is not the
for delegate at the convention in Ban hlslory of the greut human family strongest man In the party. No stone marry the man her late husband plck-fout for her. And she. Is doubtless
la Ke on the 6th of this month, will when ho many people us now were has been left unturned by the party
who would have resented
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s
some
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yet on the political .situation, hut jUHt
a it
In this summer season of IHOK.
warring factions.
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give his honor time to think a little
Under the plan of settlement pro This Is no mere haphazard statement
longer and he'll say all the more when
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abundant evidence to
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Post
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Japan will soon have a look at what n lurge ami influential delegation to
The nests are fully developed, and "except for the time during the
IrrigaJapanese
íór
ordinary
war
times
National
In
the
Albuquerine
the I'nlted State can show In the way
the caterpillars will be ready to spin
with2. for
Ihenmelve down upon the people In there I nothing In It fur either the of a battleship fleet. In these three tion cong es. September will
be made
an
quetbn
out
or
auult
Ihe
ateamshlp
fur
lines
Amerb'an
A
days.
Item
lie u mighty Mtrong Influence
thr course of probably three
by the enemlesyif the reclamation and
little well directed effort just now rallroadi which have been carrying for continued peace.
r n estry
rvlce upon the ayatem on
would certainly mitigate the nulsunre Ihe freight In and out. I venture to
I
our hope of agriculwhich
laed
I
not a steamship company
In a great measure, and puaslbly abate ay there
tural redemp'b n. El Paso Herald.
Hi van declares that Mr
J
William
It entirely. A man armed with a long between the aPclflc jirt and the Taft In his acceptance speech has at
l
Life.
at the end of It, to Orient whlrh Is making operating ex- tempted to engraft democratic planks The
rnote- . with a torch
Is growing a little all the
Melroae
are
penses
concerns
which
egcept
the
Is
all
neat
that
webs.
or
the
burn out
govern- on the republlcon platform.
time and getting more substantial.
la required, and two or three men subsidised by the Japanee
Few towns in the United States can
Pawould be able, In a few days, to clean ment and possibly the Canadian
as much at this time. If you
claim
uu the whole town, it Is only the cot- - cific linea, which, I believe, have subthink you live In the worst part of the
YARD.
LUMBER
NEW
Brittree that requires atten stantial encouragement from the
country. It will do you good to lake a
trip, Times are hard and business at
Mob, and there are comparatively but ish government.
We wish to thank the puhllo for n standstill all over the country and
I apeak for Ihe Hanta Fe
"Naturally
come
not
they
do
a
treein
neat
fear
uy tha patronage extended to ua, and strangers coming here are surprised
1 believe It la aafe to
by the million, like the cotton buds. road, but
desire to Hate that wa have opened at the business activity In Xew Mexto
the
operating
up a new lumber yard In connection
aa4 only a moderate effort is required iiuiiw of the railroads
coast have really made a cent out of with our mill business, where we will ico. Melroae Enterprise
carry a full line of all binds of lumber.
at It meeting to. this business.
k Him.
t
'If Ihe city council some
Including Teias flooring, finish lum- Oh Pickles! Why
compliance
of
the
result
'Whether
take
to
one
dewignate
iwght III
bar, lath and shingles, and every
Care should be taken In the seleccomIt
Interstate
order
of
the
the
with
thing lo be found In a well equipped tion of the members of the next legischarge of the work, so a to give
us entirely yard, and would ask you to vive ua s lature. The best men we have should
official sanction, and agree tu pay the merce commission will put
and aa we he nominated; Hons Ana county I en.
out of Ihe Oriental carrying trade I chsnca lo flgum with you,
true of two or three laborar forso a don't
we can save you money.
aura
ara
know, but If It does no tears will
Iltlej to the member for the counc'l
r.w lav the rivic Improvement
rHiperlnr Lumber a, id Mill Ou
1
from the district compasad of Orant,
with
not
She
consulted
shed.
have
will
cheer
aaata ama
any doubt,
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CASTRO

WILL

NOT FIGHT

DANGER OF AN ARMED'
CONFLICT

IS VBSURD

Venezuelan

Government Declares It Had Fullest Justification for Dismissal of
Netherlands Minister,

I By Morning

Joaisnl

IomU

I

Wire.)

Caracas, Venezuela, July 31, via
Port of Spain, Aug. 2 The differences between President Castro and
the government Of "the Netherlands
will probably turn out to be less serious than seemed at first. All talk of
armed conflict la regarded as absurd
In this country. The government believes that It had the fullest justifica
tion for Its dismissal of M. De Rous,
the Dutch minister, and points to the
action of the government of the United
States in asking the recall of the English minister, Lord Sackvllle West, at
President Cleveland's request, in October, 1888, as well as a like demand
upon Spain for the recall of Minister
Dupuy de Lome, by President McKln-ley- ,
in February,
1898. Indeed, the
case of Minister De Reus Is said to be
much more flagra nt than either of
the others referred to.
In the case of Sackvllle and Dupuy
de Lome, the letters written denunciatory of the American presidenta were,
confidential and not Intended for publication, while De Reus, on the other
hand, wrote his letter with the deliberate purpose that it should be published.
There Is a society in Amsterdam
called the "Hoji'on Trouw" (loyal and
true). Its membership consists of
prominent Holland merchants, and its
object Is to secure employment for
oung Hollanders in foreign countries.
This society publishes a monthly bulletin for circulation among its members. It notes existing condition in
foreign countries and indicates where
there are vacancies which might be
profitably filled by young men from
the Netherlands.
In order to secure information respecting the opportunities for employment, the secretary makes a practice
of sending out letters asking for information to Dutch merchants as wi II
as to the ministers and consuls of the
Netherlands government throughout
the world. It was in response to one
of these letters of Inquiry that Minister
De Reus sent the following letter,
which was published in the May, 1908,
Bulletin of the "Hou'en Trouw" society of Amsterdam:
"Caracas, April , 1908
Referring
to your letter of the LMth of February,
I am sorry to Inform you that the
present time Is anything but favorable
for business. The system of government (since 1899) of the present almost dictatorial ruling present, which
Is economically for the creation, and
afterward always for the annullment
of monopolies through all kinds of
subtleties, h us. very nearly ruined the
country. The, only ray of light in
these dark day through which Venezuela struggles, is the price of cocoa;
but this Ih of "course not sufficient to
make the future hopeful.
"A good part of the Import and ex
port trade
Is In the hands
of Germans, pho engage their employes in
chiefly at Hamburg.
These young; pen come out generally
on a contractor three years, after the
expiration ofmiich they either return,
or, according;
their fitness, gain ad- vancement
irc they are. Unns
engage young men
also sometí
from this co try who are nearly all
born here or. )me from Curacao, but
they very se
reach high places. It
Is of great importance to the German
firms to havapew and strong Euro- Kul-ope- .

Of

Inlero! To

Women-

-

) To such womfcn as are not seriously out
of health! but who have exacting duties
to perform, either In the way of house
hold caresW In social duties and tune- tldnVhichXseHously tax their strength.
welftrb

aural ng mothers, Dr. Pierce's

Favorite Prescription has proved a most
valuable supporting tonic and InvigoratIts timely use, much
ing nervine.

suffering may 6e
serious slcknfffl-aavoided. The operating table and the
nd

sieon,'

kqffr

WOU14

j)

believed".

have to he employed It this most
valuable wprnapV remedy fffr" "ported
time. The "Favorite Prescript
Slhgoodproven'
great boon to expectant
mothers by preparing the system for the
coming of bahf. thereby rendering childbirth safe, earn and almost painless.
Dear Id mina please that Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription Is not a secret, or
patent medicine, against which the most
Intelligent people are quite naturally
averse, because of the uncertainty as to
tbslr composition and harmless character,
but la a mniciNi or known composition, a full list of all Its Ingredients being
printed, In plain English, on every
An examination of this list ov
Ingredients will disclose the fact that It It
Bfldom

bottle-wrappe- r.

In Its composition, chemic-

glycerine taking
d
ally pure,
the place of the commonly used sleohoL
make-uconnection li
this
In
In Its
may not be out of piare to state that the
Favorite Prescription" of Dr. Pierce Is
fns only medicine put up tor the cure of
woman's peculiar weaknesses and ailments, and sold through druggists, all
the Ingredients of which have the
endorsement of all the leading
medical writers and teachers of all the
several schools of practice, snd that too
as remedies fat the ailments for which
Favorite Prémiptlon- - Is recommended.
A little book Of these endorsements will
and
be sent to any address, peel-pairei'lf yon request same by
absolutely
postal card. nflMtew, of Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y,
Dr. Pisra'aJMeaaant Pellets core constipation. CoAtfMtlon Is the causa of
many diseases. rnfeSrUia cause ami vu
ore the disease, Kftrtu take a candy.
trlple-reflne-

9üi

I

pean employes in their offices, that
their energy may never be dormant.
"I know personally nearly all the
chiefs of the verlous large firms here,
and I often speak with them concerning business. I don't believe, however
that you should entertain the idea,
In the present circumstances,
of placing young men from the Netherlands here.
"There Is, besides, a desperate com
petition in imports, especially In the
Importation of textile and fancy goods
by the
Turks and Moroc
cans.
"Moreover, there Is such an uncertain domestic and foreign political situation, to say nothing of the meager
prosperity; that It Is clear to everybody
In this country that the engagement
of European employes Is out of the
question.
"The revival of commercial trade Is
also Impossible as long as the present
government rules the country, for It
can not be expected that the president,
after the nine years during which he
has reigned almost as a dictator, will
change his system of governing and
his domestic and foreign policy. Those
w ho can not succeed In acquiring a
Job
in Venezuela through the Influence of
the Hamburg firms, would do much
better to try other Central or South
American countries, where prosperity
and progress is greater and the future
brighter than this republic.
(Signed)
"The Minister Resident of the Netherlands, De Reus."
The rumor that, the Dutch armored
ship Jacob Van Heemskerk had been
dispatched to Venezuelan waters with
hostile purposes Is denied here, it be
ing well konwn that the ship is sent
out In the ordinary way to relieve the
Gelderland, the regular term of service of the latter vessel on this station
being about to expire.

MINING

SPLENDID
EXHIBIT

WILL

BE BROUGHT
GREAT ARIZONA DISPLAY
AT IRRIGATION CONGRESS
Wilt Be Shipped From Phoenix

at Cost

of Nearly Thousand

Dollars; Arizona Gets

There now appears to be no doubt

that the great mineral collection at
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up the two carloads which, it is proposed to ship.
The Albuquerque- - Way.
Editorially the Republican says:
With their characteristic energy the
people of Albuquerque are going to
make the coming Irrigation congress
one to bo remembered. It Is perhaps
not quite accurate to say that they
are golnit to make it the adjunct or
tall of an exposition, but rather that
they are going to make It an occasion for an exposition, the greatest
ever held In the southwest.
They say that their chief object Is
to convince the country at large that
the territory of New Mexico is ripe
for statehood by a display of re
sources of which the east has not
Albuquerque Invites Aridreamed.
zona to make use of the occasion for
the same purpose. The occasion has
been prepared by Albuquerque at
great expense but It generously ofTers
the use of It to us free of any charge
whatever.
We believe we will get statehood
anyhow but a good display at the
Irrigation congress would clinch the
matter and what Is still more, to the
financial purpose would benent this
territory as It was never benefited
before by a display of resources. Arizona can loom large in the Albuquerque exposition which Is only for the
southwest, where as our exhibits have
necessarily always loomed small In the
great expositions where the varied re
sources of the whole country were
brought together.
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NEW TYPE

Following Fierce Drought and
Hot Spell New Yorkers Are
Fast Going Crazy,
flpclal rorrmpondence Morning Journal.
New York, July II, Hemmed In

NEW

1

of persistent mosquitoes that
have sprung up In a night, this city Is
today at Its wits end to escape this
last plague of Its most pestilential
summer in many ears. No human
agency seems of avail against these
humming pests that (111 every square
foot of space In sun or shadow the Island over. The cloud of buzzing, biting Insects envelopes every living thing
from Battery to Bronx and life in the
summer metropolis is becoming Intolerable. On the heels of the deadest
drought und llercest hot spell In forty
years, this latest plague has followed
record fly swarms and the unprecented
ravages of a host of white moths. Malaria and mad dogs are rife, and the
burden of the scorching, harassing
summer has alrcudy fallen heavily on
the health and spirits of all NVw York-era- .
Politics are yet to come; and altogether the summer of 1U08 promises
much to try the temper.
Hull Homecoming,
With bunting being unfurled by the
mile and everyone on edge to do great
honor, the homecoming of the winners
In the Olympiad promises today to be
the greatest celebration of the sum
mer here. Every schoolboy, atonte,
no, mop,
collegian aim sjiui
with might and main to make main
orable the reception of the American
victors. The city authorities are tak-- j
official cere
Ing up the plans foi
monies with a rush of enthusiasm,
while business men, bankers, laborers,
lawyers and leaders In every walk of
life are enlisting In the welcoming
army. Seldom has Gotham been to
stirred over any event of sporting Interest as it Is today, while the twisters
of the lion's tall are turning homewurd
from British soil. From swift ships.
automobile racers, airship trials and
thoroughbred gallops the public Interest is turning again to the simple
tests of human wind, limb, courage
and endurance. Already the effect of
this revival of track sports and athletics Is showing In the swelilnng
chests and muscles of an army of
school hoys, and everyone is reudy to
hall the change.

Machinery
NEW

Presses
j

,.-

Keii.se of Smell.

pro-arous- ed

Husso-Japanes-

AND

MAD DOGS

Phoenix belonging to the territory of
Arizona and one of the finest lit the
world, will be brought to Albuquerque
for display during the National Irri- gatlon congress. This Is Indicated by
the following extracts from the l'hoc-nl- x
Republican,
which also show
clearly that Arizona is alert to the importance of the exposition and will
BAD ROAD RESPONSIBLE
lose no chance to show
rJR"Pub- - FOR AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
resources at this event.
Mean says:
If sufficient funds are raised the'
Victims of Tragedy In
splendid mining exhibit belonging to Three Surviving .Mountains
rc All
Cruz
Santa
the territory of Arizona will be ship-- i
Fxpet'ted to Recover From
ped to Albuquerque for display during'
Injuries.
the Irrigation congress. It w ill take
pack
remove,
to
l,0u
to
from
J750
Says Castro is On Ills Far.
San Francisco, Aug. 2. The three
Wlllemstad, Aug. 2. The Dutch and care for the exhibit from the time 'surviving victims of the automobile
It
leaves the mining building at thej tragedv In
cruiser Gelderland arrived here today
the Santa Cruz mountains
from La Guiara, Venezuela. Her fair grounds until it is leturned to yesterday in 'which Mrs. Frederick
commander declares that he sent a that placeÉ. after the congress closes. Marriott and Jesse Gilbert, who was
Twitched, of the board of
boat ashore at La Guiara and was re- When R.
acting BS chauffeur, met death, arrlv
fused all means of communication with control, of New Mexico, was in this led here today. Miss Dorothy IMrt
city,
was
up
brought
that matter
and ridge, although horribly burned. Is
the shore authorities. The authorities
there, he says, declined to accept the presented to the governom As a result getting along well and unless blood
the following letter, which is self-eletter bags and an official communicapoisoning should develop will recover,
tion to the German minister, who Is In planatory, was yesterday received
girl,
Deslice Mariott, the
charge of Dutch interests in Caracas Dr. Fobs, of the Phoenix board
had her nose badly injured and was
He reports also that Venezuela is pre- trade:
otherwise cur snd bruised, but was
paring her forces for a defense of the Dr. J. W. Foss. President Board Of able to drive H horse from the scene
country. II Is believed here that HolTrade. Phoenix, Ariz.
of the accident to the train. Frcdcr- i am authorised
Sir
by the terrl- land will take prompt action.
ick Marriott, proprietor of the "News
torlal hoard of control to say to you Letter." was bruised and suffered from
It has decided to permit the exthat
GERMAN MANEUVERS
the shock.
hibition at the National Irrigation conMr. Marriotl attributes the accident
gress,
Is
to
wblfih
AlbuON IMMENSE SCALE
assemble at
and poorly constructed
querque, ti. II., on the ''!ith of Septem- to a narrow
road on the hu ni in t of the Santa Cruz
ber proximo, of the mineral exhibit
the wheel
Nearly a Million Soldiers of Hie Kaiser now installed at the fair grounds at mountains. Gilbert was at
a good speed
was
at
going
the
car
and
to Take Part In Great Mimic War
Phoenlf.
down the grade about ten miles from
To Take Place This Fall.
The territory lias no fund out of
Los Caios suddenly the soft earth on
which the cost of packing, transporta-Berlín- , .the side of the road gave wáy and the
Tuesday. July 21. The pub- - ton to and installing the exhibit at
machine plunged down an emllcatlon of the orders for the army A ibuquerquc. Its repacking, return atol heavy
maneuvers In the fall of this year In reinstallation here, and its care during Itbankment, turning over twice before
struck against a tree.
which nearly a million will be engaged Rn tnat time, can be paid,
Mrs. Marriott was caught under the
in various parts of the country has
If your board will undertake to
tonneau and Instantly killed, her neck
the most extraordinary Inter-- - vide for this cost, the board of control being broken.
Gilbert lived but three
est In civil as well as In military cir- is willing that you should do so and minutes,
he being suffocated under the
cles. The strength of the army Is to be charged
with the care. Integrity
Partridge, who was
be Increased by no fewer than 269.-74- 2 and return of the exhibit here. Your car. When Miss
Gilbert,
on the front seat alongside
men from the reserves who with board to act In the matter nominally
car was going over the
realized
the
the standing peace army of 62,84G for. but In fact in
with all
Gil
she tried to ijump.
men will bring the total under arms other like boards or organizations in embankment
her
seized her wrist and held
at" the end of August up to 966,588 the territory, It being desired that the bert
tight Slo too. was caught under the
who will right tactically against each exninit snouiu ne a territorial one, una
automobile and remained there an
other corps by corps.
not In any sense locally peculiar to any
and a half, suffering great agony
Cavalry, artillery,
infantry, engi- one county or community. The se hour
the burning gasoline and hot waneers, motorists, balloonlsts, Held tele- - lection of your board Is prompted hv fromwhich
fell from the machine.
ter
graphlsts and telephonists, cyclists and Its obvious convenience, and so that
all the branches of the service which I there may be an Individual responsi-loo- k
after supply and transport,
for the safety and return of the NATIONAL GUARD TO
telllgence and communication are to exhibit as the board of control will
ENFORCE SUNDAY LAW
undergo searching tests.
p,ok solely to your board for these.
The exercises which attract most The entire custody and control of the
St. Louis, Aug. 2- .- Following his
attention are naturally the Imperial exhibit from the time preparations are
iiuwruTui ,
wivruiifuiB, as win negun for Its removal until li shall b, ' declaration of yesterday that he would
will be the first time since the war oi finally returned and reinstated should s,,n"
national guard imp Rt muis
1S70 that maneuvers on such un exbe lodged In one or two persons select-- i ('"unt' to enforce 1(10 Sunday Honor
tensive scale will have taken place so ed for that purpose and whose ap- - lilws
'" preserve order. Governor
near the frontier.
pointment shall be acceptable to the I'"' tonight Issued orders to Brigadier
('.eneral H. C. Clark, commandant of
The Fifteenth and Sixteenth aim board of control.
corps will there oppose euch other In
you may ,nc national guard of Missouri, to
Whatever arrangements
mimic war and undergo severe tacti"ible to St. Louis county next Sat- with other hoards or nmnln
cal and strategic instructions under Hons are matters of detail In which urday and Sunday practically the enthe Immediate eye of the emperor.
the board of control need not and will tire membership of the First regiment
Some instructive siege operations not concern Itself.
Our object Is to and battery A, the state's best military
with attacks by heavy artillery and have the exhibit made under the aus- organizations.
Held formications such aa happened pices of the various boards of trade
The determination to send state
e
war. are and other like organizations of the ter- troops was reached late tonight after
during the
to be expected by the guards corps, ritory, but to have to look to but one a conference between Dr. Denny, forethe first Saxon corps and the third1 of them Immediately ourselves, to man of the St. Louis county grand
Bavarian corps.
avoid complication and divided re- Jury, whlrh Is Investigating local conditions, and Governor Folk.
Tht garrison and coast artillery are sponsibilities.
to undertake lengthy periods of deI trust that this may meet with the
fense exercise along the coasts In approval and have the
Mugooii Cables Thanks.
of
conjunction with the nuvy at Switie-mund- those Interested.
Aug. 2. This
Hot Springs, Vs..
NVufahrwasser and Plllau.
It affords a means of making Incablegram from Governor Magoon of
Kach battery has had 350 llvs shells comparably the hest .mineral exhibit Cuba, was received by Mr. Taft toIssued to It for shooting practice.
that can be made by the territory. I day:
might suggest that If the plan pro"Many thanks for your exceedingposed Is undertaken by your board. In ly gratifying message The thanks of
BIG INCREASE IN
with the others, that It the Cuban people are due for laying
FRENCH MARRIAGES would be well to Invite additions to out
The suggestion,
the course.
the exhibit to enlarge and enrich It. which came from you that the elecI am advised
that the railroad toral administration be placed In the
Paris, July 10. The Abbe Le transportation
of the exhibit to and hands of
electoral boards, non partisMalre law for the simplification of from AlbUUer,ue will he
without cost.
In their majority but with partithe formalities of marriage,' passed a
Please let me hear from you St your an
year ago, has fulfilled the expecta- earliest convenience, the views' of your san representatives thereon finds expressions In the new electors law and
tions of Its author. The figures for board on the subject.
has contributed largely to Its successthe last six months of 1907, Just pubVery truly,
ful operation."
lished, shows an increase of 11,975
JOB. H KIBHKV.
marriages over the corresponding
Governor,
Big Maiicitw-rOn At i se una.
period for the proceeding year, bringYesterday afternoon there was a
Tacoma, Wash., Aug. 2. -- All of the
ing the total number for six months committee meeting at tne hoard of
up to 10,6H0. the highest recorded In trade rooms, the committee consisting regular troops have arrived at Camp
French history, except for 1872 (ac- of W. B. Twlchell, Fits-Ma- c
and Oeo. David Stanley at American lake and
when the matter of se- the maneuvers to begin tomorrow will
counted for by ceremonies delayed W. Cow-fillof the boards be participated In by 112 officers snd
war) and curing the
by the Franco-Prussia- n
2.548 enlisted men. The Washington
1813, when marriage was sought as of trade of the territory and the raising of funds were discussed. letters national guards arrived today and the
a refuge from conscription.
and
It Is expected that the new law by will be sent to the boards of trade In Oregon, North Dakota. Montaria
Idaho mllltla will go Into camp MonIncreasing the number of legal unions every town In the territory and their day.
maneuvers continue until
correspondingly decrease the aid solicited. It Is entirely a terri- AugustThe
will
10. Brigadier General Brush
torial
by
affair
local
not
and
one
a
number of Illegitimate births, which any means. It Is a
matter which ev- arrived Friday and assumed command
has been very high In France.
ery enterprising cltlsen of any Arlsona of the camp.
town should take pride In furthering.
Mitchell May Medíale.
BIG CLOUDBURSTS
The only reason for the selection of
Scrantnn,
Pa., Aug. 2 John Mitchto
the
Phoenix
charge
of
bosrd
take
IN
NEVADA
DO DAMAGE
the exhibit snd the one to be held re- ell, former president of the United
sponsible for It lies In the fact that Mine Workers of America, and reOne Lire Mist, Score of IJe Slock this organization was most convenient, cently appointed mediator of the Civic
ly located at the shipping point and Federation, It was announced here toKilled ami Baliche- - Washed Away
could look after the details handily. day, may be asked to act as mediator
by Deluge In Desert Section.
The funds will be raised among the In an effort to settle the troubles
Reno, Nev., Aug. 2. A telephone corporations and mining Interests of which threatens to result In a strike of
message from Verde, Nev., says a de- the territory. After the sum Is sub- the switchmen of the Delaware, Lackstructive cloudburst visited that sec- scribed a competent man will be se- awanna and Western.
tion between I and 4 o'clock this after- lected to take charge of the exhibit.
Panic nt Ailiisuople.
noon. In which one life was lost, scores The directors of the board of trade are
The Times corAug. 2
London
of live stock drowned, and cabins and slready getting busy and will comply
a great quantity of logs washed away. with the letter and the spirit of the respondent at Hofla. Bulgaria reports
governor's suggestions.
This exhibit a panic at Adranople, the most popuPeople lla tile for l.lvi
Reno, Nev.. Aug. 2. A cloudburst will be thoroughly representative and lous town In European Turkey, after
occurring in Spanish canyon, near up to the standard of the land which Contantlnople, owing to the mutiny of
Steamboat springs, this afternoon, led the world In copper production for a thousand time exolred soldiers.
caught several people In the rush of 1907.
waters, but -- "er battling desperatelv.
Bicycle HCi.nl Broken.
The Importance of a line array or
finally saved themselves. McM. Ross exhibits at this congress Is hardly apHalt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 2. Aand .James Burke were the moat se- preciated by many people. Judging lbert Crabs, of Bait Lake OUy, clipped
verely hurt, .uní their escape Is
from the Utile Interest shown ho fur n qunrter of n second from the world'"
of Hade the quarter mile am ,i, or bicycle record lit
to the
miraculous, Much lite stuck, in
products which are wanted to make Salt Air tonight. Hla time was 24
limber and a ranch were destroyed.
x

Uif

MOSQUITOES

For the lirst time since the trail of
the careless chauffeur made Central
park a stench In the nostrils of all
New York an ordinance will today go
Into effect against the nuisance. Let
one single noxious odor escape a Hying exhaust and arrest is promised by
the police stationed on every curve of
the crowded drives. The sense of speed
has been gradually acquired by the
bluecoat guardians of the park, but
now their sense of smell must be vigilantly, employed against the careles
procession of whirling motora. That
ordinary care may save the auto muffler from becoming a horror to the
nose of the crowd on foot Is proclaimed a fact by the officials. Within this
public playground at least, they propose to see that the machines that
overrun the Island arc kept within the
bounds of decency as well us safety.
Sky Stunts.
Intent on every twist and puff of
the navigable heavens, the aeronautic
enthusiasts of this city are today 001
e
over the flights of their 1m-t.
Henri Farman, Fori
norted
years these flying maenine cranas nave
confined their activities to iniuinliiR
the arm chaira of their dubs and
generating enough verbal hot air to
fill many a mountain sized balloon
Today, however, they have promised
to provide the public with a real try
at air sailing. In the striking little
person of the aeronaut's young wife
the people are llndlng an Interest per
haps more general than that which
the now notion has yet called forth.
Mrs. Karman Is acting as secretary,
manager and professional coach to her
husband and she has even promised
to sail aloft before she leaves this
city. Stock In the proposed alndilp
line to Boston will rise and fall as the
fortunes of Farman fluctuate.
Acrobats In Air.
Full In the view of half of the
downtown district a score of bridge
building acrobats are today starting
to man the laying of the new Manhats
tan bridge. Over the flimsy
which they have Just llnlshed weaving
hundreds of feet above the river, these
human files run and wriggle while all
east side New York watches with
breathless fascination. To see a flying thunder storm reach and catch
these specks of man In space Is worth
more than any circus "thriller." It
will be years before the people of the
town may follow over the river where
the daring workers are making way;
hut the spectacle of their dally labor
will be remembered for many years
more.
1

tip-to-

sky-pilo-

foot-path-

Ureal Arch I text May Die,
Detroit. Aug. 2. D. H. Burnham, of
Chicago, the architect who designed
the Chicago Worlds fair buildings, Is
unconscious tonight ss the result of
falling on his head tonight while
alighting from a street car. Physicians say there is a possibility that Mr.
Burnham'a skull may have been frac
tured.
A full line of Loaded Shot
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard-

ware Co.'s.
THE MUI
IS south First Street.
quart White Mountain Ice cream
91.46
fresas r
lx24 enameled kitchen sink ..41.66
94.60
Folding
6100
Wagon Umbrellas
14. Ml
Lawn mowers
Stephens slngh, barrel shot guns tft.QO
nth
Lomlcl shells
1.30
10 lb pall of Pollolen
VYM. KltaUB, Proprietor.
2

go-car- ts

The Job Department

of the Morning

Jour-

nal, long the
acknowledged leader

among the printing
houses of the

Southwest, is now bet-te- r
than ever prepared
to handle all
classes of book and
commercial work,

tt'e make anything
from a thousand-pag- e
book to a visiting card and make
if right. Prices, the
lowest consistent
with first class work.

THE
MORNING
JOURNAL

JOB
ROOMS

a
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will be a charge of fifteen cents for
Including Ice cream
refreshments.

GEO. W. HICKOX COMPANY
m

MORNING JOURNAL,

i

and cake.

Good

El

Six car loads of picnickers from
Gallup, went to the Zunl mountains
yesterday on a soeclal train, spend
"Ait Tnml."
ing the day In the hills about Ket
ner.
a, A A A
James Slaughter, proprietor of the
No. 71M.
Parisian millinery parlors, died yes
An examination of
Report of Ihf condition of tha Stata Naterday morning at Fits home In this
tional Bank of Albuquerque, at Albuquer'city Funeral announcements
the annexed statePrivate Ambulance.
will
que, In the Territory of New Mexico, at
he made later.
Of flee Slroi.g Rlork, Second
the elote of buaineaa. July 15. IMS.
ment, which shows
ami Copper.
Mrs. Filer, wife of Dr. Charlea A.
HESOl'RC'Ba
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Pullman company at El
J. Leahy, arrived In the elty last night
willingness to serve
Territory of New Mexico, County of BernaPaso. Mr. Norton'! successor will arlillo ss.
from Santa Fe.
rive tonl'ht from La Junta.
I. R. H. Collier. Caahler of tha
d
ail with considerbank, do solemnly swear that the
Nefll H. Field returned yesterday
The Colombo theater, which Is ex- aoove statement is true to tha best of
rcslfruiii ii short visit to his summer
my knowledge and oellef.
hlblting the best moving pictures ever
ate, personal atdem e on the Pero.
It. 11. Collier, Caihler.
seen
in the city, Is enjoying a fine
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry Connelly were
P. F. MoCanna, Notary Public.
I'opnlar Amusement Place In visitors In the city yesterday from Scenes in Scotland with enchanting
lft
water views.
It will be shown totía- Otar.
Los Lunas.
night for the last time
Robert Price and Glover Mayo
The other films are both fine
have returned from a two weeks' va- "CorstCEh's
Daughter,"
and 'The
cation spent on the Pecos.
Magic Drawing Room," the latter a
Miss. Marguerite Sheehan. milliner remarkable highly colored quick- at the Krnnomlst. has left for a short change Rim. One new reel every
visit with friends In Kansas City.
fight, These pictures are the same
Phone 471,
Jacob Gainsley and daughter, Miss that appeared under the management
Juanita, have returned from a three of Henry Lee in the Chicago Auditorium and Colonial theater.
weeks' visit to the Jemez Springs.
Anton .Anson. I brother of A. W.
ii you aic tired of cooking, call at
the San Jose Market and buy cooked Anson, the contractor, sustained a
roast beef, or roast pork, potato salad, badly Injured arm. and received a
general shaking up Saturday afterbaked beans
noon by falling off a scaffolding at
s
traveling
Ham ley,
George
the
immaculate
Conception church,
of the
tentative in the
which Is In the course of
Morning Journal, arrived In the city extension,
const nn lion.
Anson
was
walking
last night
along the scaffolding carry'ng a heavy
Henry Esuinger. the traveling man. board In his hand, when he lost his
arrived from Wlllurd yesterday morn-m- i; balance, and fell a distance of twenand left for the south on No. 9. ty feet.
last night.
The funeral of Miss Frances Hart,
Ir. L G. Rice left last night for who die, Saturday, will be held at
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Hugh A. Cooper of the Presbyterian
Sigurd Anderson, timekeeper al the church, will conduct the serviceh.
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EDDIE BLACK
Sunday school will give a social. No known Estáñela valley sheenman. ar
Thl Missouri Hoy
admission will be charged but there rived In the elty last night to remain
a few days on business. Mr. MeGII- Tin- Wonderful
jllvray reports that eror. .specially News Stand Will Be Opened Los Angeles Man Charged With
VEOLETTE
torn and potatoes, are doing spied;
Ahnl-fe- ri
bv rilnl OLD III lei
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ernor not to Honor Papers,
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Artistic
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New Pictures
and Songs
Work is
from Encino, by rail to Grant's, trailInterior,
ing them to the new pasture.
Monday and Thursday.
Governor Curry, who came to Albu
WHITE WAGONS
querque lust night, will hold a heat
M. M Padgett, editor and manager
Extensive change and
of the !,as Vegas Optle, arrived In
ing this morning at 10 o'clock at the
Albuquerque last night and spent the
of the Harvey Indian building office of Justice of the Peace Ooorge
night here mingling with political has been
R. Craig in the matter of the extraunder way during the past
loaders. Mr. Padgett will return home
of Clement Morelll, the Italian,
dition
this morning. He Is making the Op- week and will require some days to Charged With stealing Jl.OOO
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jln the Victorious llaht for the nomi which guard the rare Spanish and he was the trustee.
. C. Kripp, at the Los Angeles denation of Charles A. Spless for dele- south sea Island collections from the
tective force, went to Santa Fe yesgate to congress on the republican
CENTRAL AVE.. ALBUQUERQUE
general public have been moved hark terday with requisition papera from
ticket.
for some lifteen feet and to the right California. He found Governor Curry
At the Crystal theater tonight. the has been erected a guard railing which about to leave for Albuquerque and
attractions will be Eddie Black, the protects the famous Navajo blanket came here with him. Morelll, who
laughable fanner boy with the edu- collection and a very rare collection has retained W. C. Heacock to defenfl
cated feet, and Vlolette and Professor of tine old Navajo silver work, one him, demanded a hearing und the govOlds In their wonderful mental telep- of the most interesting collections ?( ernor set 1(1 o'clock this morning as
athy demonstrations.
There will alvo Its kind In existence. Around the mas- the time.
Morelll was nrrested here last weel;
he two reels of hi and nnnaLurfaa sive tire place and In every corner of
pictures
a
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HARDWARE.
new
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Illustrated Hong. the main room huge settees, high upon instructions from the police of
Sacramento and Los Angeles.
Vlolette, especlallv. a th,. wonder of backed and deep have been built.
When
Much of the partition work hs taken into custody he had $500 on his
modern
times
can
and
be
seen
but
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled lionware; Iron Pipe, Pumps, three more days In Albuquerque, The been taken away, giving the whole person. It is charged that he empublic la Invited to bring Uh ran and room an air of space and an added bezzled 11,000 from Miss May Ward,
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.
curious coins and other objects Bnd touch of light that has been needed. of Sacramento, for whom he seal
have her describe them from the The rearrangement of collections and bailee, and that he committed other
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AND
FARM
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exhibits and the decorative effects are frnuds In Los Angeles. Officer Kripp
Stage while blindfolded.
very pleasing.
holds warrants against Morelll chargThe moving picture program at the
Miss M. E. J. Colter, of the Art ing embezzlement and grand larceny
Albuquerque, N, M.
Mail orders solicited,
Hkatlng Kink this week promises to Academy of St. Paul, has had charge It Is probable that the California rehe one of the best ever shown In this of the decorative
work
and has quisition will he honored.
city. The "Hand of Fate" Is a serien achieved some very attractive effects.
The changes are not yet complete,
of pictures laid In Montana, and
dealing with cowboy life. "Magnetic for a newsstand is to he built within
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Guaranteed Shoes

OUMMER MEDICINE

atava........

--

I

j

Much is said by the retailer about guaranteed Shoes,
but in a great many cases the word "guarantee'1 does
not mean anything We, therefore, want to make the
following positive statement as to what we mean when
we agree to :'guaraitee" our

F. H. STRONG
Funeral Director
and Embalmer
Lady Assistant

past

Hanan & Sons Shoes
and

W. L. Douglas Shoes
Here it is:
Every pair of Hanan & Sons $5.00 or $5.50 Shoes,
and every pair of W, L, Douglas Shoes costing $3,50
If the
and up, is warranted to give satisfactory-wear- ,
upper breaks before the bottoms are worn through we
will give a new pair free of chargeOne allowance to be
made for bard usage. Other defects will be rectified and
proper allowance made, (patents not included)

for

.

suffering

-

above-name-

SIMON STERN

:

-

(

The Central Avenue Clothier

-

. J!

COLOMBO

The State National Bank
Albuquerque

Theater

WISE & SON
REAL ESTATE & RENTAL AGENTS
Located at 201 East Central.
BELL and TRADE ON EASY TERMS

SQUARE DEALINGS OUR
MOTTO.

Change

WATCH the SHOW WINDOWS
at THE ECONOMIST

repre-soiilhwe- st

Tonight

New Songs

HI I

10

CRYSTAL

ft

Ifi

0

Rolled
Oats
at this season

the year
just as fresh and nice as in
the winter by buying Compressed in tin cans.
We have
Royal Seal and Quaker
brands. Only

GRANT COUNTY WILL

EXTRADITION

YOU CAN HAVE

10

of

15c Per Can
ii!ii!iniiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiPiiiigiiiiiiniin

PR0CEE0IH6

DELEGATES

ALBUQUERQUE CASH

-

Chafing Dishes
EVERITT, The Diamond Palace

WHITNEY COMPANY

-

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM
-

PHONE

60AT TEAM WILL

1402

Albuquerque Carriage
Company

aat

First and Tijeras

AH-mlicllls-

record-breakin-

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Wholesalers of Everything

C

W

-

hx-ele-

(,.

i

7.

CHOICE TO DELEGATIOf

HOMER II. WARD, Mgr.

Best"

"Our

i

GROCERY CO.

VENTION LEAVES

tlubbs Laundry Co.

.

any County Conventions Dur
ing the Week Which Will
Determine Matter of
the Candidate,

315 Marble Avo.

Pro-.bab- ly

WOLKING & SON
IEHM.OTOR

WINDMILLS,

TANKS

IND

Morning; .lonrnal.
(S,p,'lal t'nrrespudflenee
DRILLING,
Silver City, N. M., Aug. 1. The PAIRING.

Grant county

republican convention
which was held here today, elected Its
delegation to Santa Fe and ordered It
to go to the territorial convention
without m tni. i, ..o
The resolutions
while they strongly endorse Delegate
Andrews, Governor Curry, the territorial administration, etc., do not Instruct for Andrews and a majority nl
the delegation will control Its action.
.Many Conventions Coming I p.
Calls for county conventions both
republican and democratic, are appearing in all of the county papers
throughout the territory and the next
two weeks will be filled with conventions to select delegates to the Santu
Fe convention, to name county candidates and Candidate for the legislature.
The eastern part of the territory
will come In with the majority of Its
delegaBeso the Santa Fe convention
during the week. The Otero county
(invention will be held on Wednesday
the fifth. Lincoln county will hold its
convention next weejt, while Guadalupe county will call the republicans
together on the 14th.
MeKlnley county will hold Its republican convention on the 7th and it
is probable that Its three dojegates
to Santa Fe will be Instructed for Andrews, the machine leadera In Gallup
being strong advocates of tha delegnte
for renomlnatlon. The republican convention In Chave.s county will be heW
In Uosweii on the llth. Mora county's
convention comes on the 7th, and
Luna county sv
convene on the f 1 h
The next ten days therefore will have
plenty of political news from practically every section of the 'territory.

WELL
DRIVING

AND
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Albunuerque, New Mexico.
707 n. eighth
n:ii. i mr

GOVERNOR

RETURNS

FROM EASTERN

TUP
Visited Guadalupe and Quay
Counties in the Interest of the
Irrigation Congress,

(

Governor Curry arrived in Albuquerque last night and will spend the
day here looking after admlnlstrallve
and other matters. The governor has
through
Just returned from a trip
Cuadalupe and Quay counties, where
ho went particularly in the interest of
the Sixteenth National Irrigation
big
The governor addressed
meetings at both Santa Rosa and
in the interest of the congress
and did some effective work In Interesting the people of those growing districts In the exposition.
"Conditions In the northeastern part
of the territory are very satisfactory,"
said the governor last night. "The
people are prospering and In the farming districts the recent rains have reIs
No one
Immune from kidney lieved all distress, so that the season
trouble, so Just remember that Fo- aa a whole will be a good one. There
ley's Kidney Remedy will stop the
is a great deal of Interest in the Irriand cure any case of kid- gation congress and the exposition,
ney or bladder trouble that Is not be- and you may expect big delegation
yond the reach of medicine. Sold by from both Tucumcarl and Santa Kosa
and surrounding dlstrtcta."
J. ft. O'Reilly A Co.
Governor Curry has taken an active
and aggressive Interest In the IrrigaOUR WOIIK OP LIÜNDE1UN47
SHIRT tion congress from Its Inception, and
ON
LADIES' COLLARS.
WAIWTS,
AND
DUCI has accomplished much for Its success,
SKIRTS
Urni IS UNSURPASSED. IMIT both at homo and in Washington. Hll
RIAL tiAUNDRY. RACK OF
latest trip was Into a section which
none of the officers of (he congress
had been able to visit, and Is therefore
MABEL M. FRANK
Of especial value.
The governor will
Diseases of the lutlr and Scalp,
return to Santa Fe this evening.
Scalp Massage.
Shampooing.
FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM, AND
Ladle apd Gentlemen
ICE CRKAM
SODA.
WALTO.ViJ
7
Harnett llblg Phone 570.
DRUG STORK.
1
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